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by Morgan Hampton 
Astate
 court of appeals ruled 
Thursday  that 
a $207 million "lump surn" 
payment
 to state 
employees  to make up for a salary freeze 
last year is 
unconstitutional.  
The payment 
would  have amounted to an 
average of $1,100 for SJSU 
faculty, according to 
Wiggsy
 Sivertsen, president of 
United  Professors 
Union.  
"A lot
 of people were expecting to get that 
money," Sivertsen
 said, "and not for trips
 to the 
Bahamas. 
-I've had people
 tell me, 'If I don't
 get that raise, 
I won't be able to get 
a new roof on my house
 or a 
transmission in my car,' " 
Sivertsen
 said. 
The 
"lump  sum" payment 
appears to be headed
 
for long court battles. 
SE3 91, a senate 
bill for a one-time 
payment to 
Court
 
rules pay
 
unconstitutional
 
state employees
 who received no pay raises for the 
year following the passage of Proposition 13, was 
approved by the legislature in June 1979. 
Governor Jerry Brown vetoed the bill on July 1, 
but a day later, the legislature overrode the gover-
nor's veto. 
Five days later, Armin Brodty, who has been 
referred to only as a taxpayer, filed a suit 
challenging the constitutionality of the "retroactive" 
payment to state employees, which  is not allowed 
under the state constitution. 
After Sacramento County Superior Court refused 
to hear the case, Brodty, joined by Howard Jarvis, 
took the case to the state Supreme Court.
 
Refused by that court, Brodty and Jarvis went to 
the 
state  Court of 
Appeals, where
 the 
payment
 was 
declared 
unconstitutional.
 
Keith
 Hearn, 
communications  
manager
 for 
California  State 
Employees  
Association  ) CSEA 
) said 
yesterday
 the association
 will file for 
another hearing 
of the 
case  in the 
court of 
appeals.  
CSEA will argue 
that
 the payment is 
not  
retroactive, but 
rather  a one-time 
"lump sum" 
payment 
approved  by the 
legislature  with 
the intent 
of "providing 
direct relief" 
to state 
employees
 after 
a 
nine -month 
salary freeze.
 
The 
$207  million 
amounts  of 7 
percent
 of the total
 
state 
payroll  during the 
nine months of 
the salary 
freeze 
following
 the 
passage
 of 
Proposition
 13. 
CSEA's 
argument  that the 
payment  is not 
retroactive will be based on 
the fact that SB 91 
spelled out that employees who 
quit  their jobs during 
the salary
 freeze would not receive the lump 
sum 
payment,
 Hearn said 
"If 
..as
 
retroactive,"
 Hearn
 said,
 "the
 state 
woulo  
give  
the)
 money
 to 
employees
 
whether
 they 
went 
somewhere
 eLse 
or not." 
Hearn added that even if the court considered the 
payment retroactive, several court cases have 
upheld
 
the state's right to make retroactive pay 
ad-
justments, including a district
 court of appeals ruling 
in 1959 which allowed a five-year retroactive 
payment to widows of California state judges. 
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University
 Police 
officers  
Edward
 Anderson and
 Russ Lunsford
 hold Joe Antonio Tamayo 
after they 
pulled  
him  out of a 
police 
car. Police said 
Tamayo  kicked out the 
windows 
of the 
vehicle.  
Patrol 
car damage
 
results
 in felony charge 
by Mark 
Robert Henry 
University 
Police  arrested a man for felony 
vandalism 
yesterday after he kicked out the rear 
windows of a police car. 
Joe Antonio Tamayo was arrested at the scene 
and held at the University Police station until Santa 
Clara County Sheriff's officers took him to Santa 
Clara 
County Jail at 2:40 p.m. 
The incident began at 11:53 a.m. when Officer 
Edward 
Anderson  saw a red Porsche 914 driving 
erratically  on South 10th Street near the campus, 
said Russ Lunsford,
 police information officer. 
The Porsche pulled to a 
stop on San Carlos near 
the 
SJSU boiler room after Anderson  flashed the 
lights and 
turned on the siren
 of his police 
car.
 
Tamayo
 and his brother 
Robert  were in the 
Porsche, but
 the vehicle registration
 was not, ac-
cording
 to Lunsford. 
A 
computer  check on 
the license plate 
on the 
Porsche  showed it belonged
 to a Chevrolet, Lunsford
 
said.  
Anderson,
 thinking the car "might be 
stolen," 
said he ordered 
Tamayo  to get out of the 
car
 and put 
his hands
 over his head. 
When it looks as if a 
vehicle
 might be stolen, 
police procedure calls for 
the officer to order the 
suspect
 "to freeze" until 
more  officers arrive, 
An-
derson said. 
impact
 
The man refused 
to
 get out of his car and began 
swearing at the officers, 
according  to I,unsford. 
By that time, more Univeresity
 Police officers 
arrived
 at the scene and a crowd 
of students 
gathered, 
Lunsford  said. 
When 
the  officers tried to 
pull  Tamayo from the 
car, he began "putting up a fight." 
After pulling him out of the 
car  "We wrestled 
him to the ground" and
 Anderson put the handcuffs 
on him, Lunsford
 said. 
The 
officers  placed 
him in a 
police
 car and 
were  
standing 
near it when 
the right 
rear
 window 
shat-
tered. 
Wednesday, 
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Police 
offer
 
ideas
 to 
repel  
auto 
thieves 
by Eric 
Hammond  
Common sense, awareness and 
proper
 equipment 
are the keys to prevention of auto theft, according
 to a 
San Jose Police 
sergeant  in the Auto Theft 
Division.
 
Every month, 300 cars 
are  reported stolen in San 
Jose, 
Sgt.  Hank Chamness said. Although 95 
percent of 
these will be 
recovered, a good number of the 
recovered  
cars will 
have been stripped of usable parts. 
Each year, 25 
cars are reported stolen from 
the 
SJSU campus, 
University Police Officer Russ
 Lunsford 
said. 
"Although many of these 
have
 just been towed or 
misplaced, some cars are
 either never found, or found 
stripped of parts," he said. 
The need for parts 
accounts  for a large number of 
thefts, Chamness said. Older model
 cars are often stolen 
to obtain spare parts, with 1962
 Chevrolets being in 
particularly high demand.
 
"The most important precaution
 a person can take 
is to make sure the windows
 are rolled up tight and the 
keys are not in the ignition," Chamness
 said. The 
steering wheel must be put
 in the frozen position in cars 
with a locking steering 
column.  
All valuables such as radios 
and  stereos should be 
removable and stashed out of sight of a thief, he said. 
"Many
 people think that they can outsmart thieves 
by putting their 
cars  out of sight in an isolated area," 
Chamness said. "A car that is 
in a poorly lighted, out of 
the way spot, is 
a perfect target for thieves." 
The skill level of car thieves vary greatly from 
youngsters who can only do the simplest type of hot-
wiring, to professionals who can circumvent the most 
elaborate alarm
 and locking systems made, Chamness 
said.
 
However, the right type of equipment can make 
thieves spend more time on a car than they want to. 
Anything that delays the thief makes yo ar a less at-
tractive target, he said. 
Since 
many
 thieves can hot-wire a car in 60 seconds, 
a "kill 
switch"  that will short out the ignition and 
prevent a car 
from being started can prevent thefts, he 
said. Chamness 
suggested  that switches be hidden in 
some remote part of the car, such as the trunk. 
The locking buttons on the doors should be set flush 
with the surface to prevent thieves from using coat 
hangers  to reach in over the windows and hooking the 
button, he said. Replacement buttons 
can be obtained 
for most cars. 
Motorcycle riders are at 
a much greater risk from 
thieves, with a much lower rate of recovery than 
vautos,
 
Chamness said. "They can come up with a truck, pick it 
up 
and  it's gone," he said. 
-continued on back page 
IRS questions
 
board
 and 
care  
home
 finances
 
Editor's  note: 
This is the first
 article examining abuses in 
community 
care  facilities, including those in 
the SJSU 
neighborhood.  The first part 
examines management irregularities. A sub-
sequent article will address hiring practices 
and living conditions. 
by
 
Stephen Cohodas 
A special agent for the federa!
 Internal 
Revenue 
Service  says board -and -care 
facilities  
across California,
 including those near SJSU, 
are 
currently under 
investigation.  
Three community
-care  facilities, com-
monly 
referred  to as board 
and  care, are being 
probed in 
Sonoma  County for 
illegal payroll 
deductions.  The 
incident is 
"not
 isolated," 
the 
IRS said. 
On 
Dec. 21, a San 
Jose tax 
consultant  to 
several
 local 
community
-care 
facilities  will fly 
to 
Santa  Rosa to 
testify  before 
the IRS. 
Mary  Mapes, 
owner of Ideal
 Business 
Service,  said she 
is being summoned
 to answer 
questions  
concerning  the 
owner's
 manipulation
 
of
 funds which 
were not paid 
to the federal 
government
 on behalf of the 
employees. 
Mapes 
said
 the owners 
had  transferred 
funds from 
payroll accounts 
earmarked for 
taxes  and 
Social
 Security re
-investing  them 
into the facilities. 
After a year 
of
 juggling the 
accounts, the 
owners were unable
 to come up with the 
necessary 
"capitalization"
 to cover
 the ac-
counts and 
sold the 
business,
 she said. 
The IRS 
moved in 
and  closed 
all  three. 
"I've 
seen
 some of my clients
 getting into 
jams. Then 
they get a letter
 from
 the IRS and 
clear it up," she said. 
However, IRS agent 
Robert  Johnson 
remains 
unconvinced.
 While refusing to pin-
point exact
 locations, he said the federal 
government 
was  "working with the state" to 
continue
 to look at the finances of facilities 
including those 
near SJSU. 
Mapes blames the problem on a maze of 
confusing relationships within the community -
care industry
 stemming from post -Proposition 
13 state support to residents and operators. 
She said the state is "at least five years 
behind- in the cost of living payments to the 
mentally disabled. She claims this translates
 
into lower quality service at all levels. 
"The situation is worse now than it was in 
1974," she said. "The federal government 
granted a cost of living
 raise in welfare rates 
but the state decided to take it away last 
year." 
According to a profit and loss statement of 
a "typical new six -bed home," according to 
Mapes, community -care facilities are barely 
operating profitably. 
"Anything that has opened in the past five 
years," she said, "is typical to be 
subsidized by 
a husband or a bank." 
The statement, which she said is 
illustrative of the trend for new facilities, 
shows 
that  after insurance, mortgage, utility 
and other 
miscellaneous expenses, the home 
only registers a 6 percent profit. 
Mapes looked at the figure on the 
statement and said, "This one doesn't feed 
well." 
That percentage translates into little more 
than $1,700 as living expenses for the owner. 
While older, larger facilities are 
in better 
shape, registering typically 
a 20 percent profit, 
the actual dollar 
amounts  still fall short of a 
decent earning, Mapes said. 
To illustrate her point,
 she pulled a profit 
and
 loss statement of a 35-bed home 
operating
 
since
 1969. 
The  record showed that after similar 
business expenses, the 
owners  registered an 
approximate $21,000 yearly profit. 
According to Mapes, that poor 
outlook  has 
spawned an entire series of 
problems  in the 
facilities from 
negligent  financial record -
keeping to insufficient and inadequately 
trained  staff. 
"A great many homes are operating 
without (financial record) books," 
Mapes  said. 
Linda Bell, a former job counselor
 for the 
Urban
 Ministry, was responsible for placing 
people into facilities. She argues the same point 
from a different position. 
"The major problem is a lack of staff," she 
said. "The state and federal governments 
provide $10-per -day for care per person." 
Bell pointed out that this money must cover 
rent, food and a 
24-hour staff, including a cook 
and "night person." 
Mapes is skeptical whether the small six -
bed 
homes  can stay alive. She said they -are 
definitely in trouble." 
However, some operators appear to be 
using the financial crisis 
to their fiscal ad-
vantage purchasing a community -care facility 
which is a known money -loser as a tax shelter, 
according to Mapes. 
-continued 
on back page 
Phi,to  
by 
Sharon
 Hall 
Rick Nobles, left, and Coy Burton, sit outside the board and care 
home,
 645 S. Fifth
 St. 
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The
 
perils
 
of
 
life 
without
 
a 
car 
by
 
Lori
 
EiCkM81111
 
Staff
 
Writer  
With 
the 
shrinking
 
supply  
and 
soaring
 
price 
of 
gasoline,
 
it's
 
not  
surprising
 
that
 
people
 
may  
talk
 
about
 
giving
 
up 
driving
 
in 
favor  
of 
more
 
economical
 and 
healthy
 
modes
 
of 
transportation
 
such
 
as 
buses,
 
bicycle
 
and 
feet.
 
Well,  
that 
all 
sounds  
nobly  
ecological
 
and 
healthy,  
but 
let 
me 
warn
 
you:  
in our
 
society
 
or
 at 
least
 
blocks 
never  killed 
anybody?  
Have  
you
 ever 
walked 
10 blocks
 
carrying  a 
gallon jug 
of milk, 
three 
Tv 
dinners,  
assorted  
canned  
goods  
i which
 are 
very
 heavy 
) and 
those  
little 
cartons 
of fruit 
yogurt 
in
 a 
double
 grocery
 bag  
while 
trying  
not 
to 
squash
 
your
 Earth
 Grain
 
wheat bread? 
Then
 have 
you 
tried  it 
in the 
rain? 
Yes, 
I could 
ride 
a bike.
 if I 
'I never 
quite  
mastered
 balancing
 
the 
double  
grocery
 bag 
on my 
head'  
in downtown San Jose), life without 
a car is impractical, 
annoying
 and 
downright dangerous. 
The
 fact that I live only four 
blocks from campus
 doesn't in-
validate my argument, but just 
shows how 
ridiculous the situation 
actually  is. 
Obviously, I can walk
 to and 
from campus easily 
enough t during  
the day, anyway
 Since I even work 
on campus, 
there  should be no, 
problem, right? 
Wrong. Students
 do not live by 
classes alone. We also 
need food, 
and for me, that means walking to 
I,ucky's,  which is about 10 
blocks  
from 
where  I live. 
Big deal, you 
say?
 Walking 10 
owned one,
 except that!
 never 
quite  
mastered  
balancing
 the 
double  
grocery 
bag on 
my
 head, 
especially  
while 
holding 
the  
umbrella
 during 
that rain. 
I 
could 
take
 the 
bus,
 except
 that 
I'd 
probably
 have 
to walk 
two or 
three blocks
 to catch
 one, wait 
for at 
least 
half
 an hour,
 ride for
 four 
blocks, 
transfer 
buses,  which
 is 
another 15
-minute  wait
 at the least,
 
and then ride 
six more 
blocks.
 
All for one
 lousy jar 
of Ragu 
spaghetti  
sauce
 with 
mushrooms.  
But  I 
suppose
 I could
 live with
 
that if it 
weren't  for the 
unsavory 
nature
 of 
the  
transit
 system's
 
clientele. 
I don't know
 which is 
worse, 
listening
 to 
"compliments"
 
Is it 
a 
cure-all
 
energy  process? 
from
 the 
high 
school  
boys  
waiting  
at
 
the 
bus 
stop
 or 
staring  
at old 
drunks
 
passed  
out
 on the
 bus. 
There  
are,  of 
course,
 
times  I 
need
 to 
go
 away
 from 
downtown
 
San  
Jose 
completely,  
maybe
 
to
 a 
shopping  
center.
 But 
that's
 an 
all -
day
 
outing,
 
what  
with  
waiting  
for 
buses,
 which
 then 
take 
four
 times
 as 
long 
as a 
car  to 
get  
anywhere.
 
And 
when! 
have  a 
free  
day,
 for 
some
 reason
 I 
usually  
like
 to 
spend  it 
somewhere
 other
 than 
on a 
bus.
 
Then 
there's
 
the 
special  
problem  
of getting
 around
 at 
night. 
When  I 
get  off 
work  at 
night 
twice  a 
week, 
or have
 to be 
on 
campus
 at 
night 
those 
four
 blocks
 home 
seem  
longer 
than the
 trek 
from  
Lucky's
 
with the 
double 
grocery 
bag in 
the 
rain. 
Of 
course,  
my 
friends  
are 
always 
willing 
to
 help. 
Well,  
almost
 
always.
 Heaven
 hath 
no fury 
like a 
ro o 
inmate
 
roused 
from 
watching
 
"Eight  is 
Enough"
  
in 
her  
bathrode,
 yet. 
There  is 
the
 escort 
service, 
but I 
was 
told 
by
 the 
woman  
who an-
swered  the 
phone 
there 
that  the 
escorts
 usually
 don't 
go past 
William  
Street.
 "We 
don't  
have
 a lot 
of ex-
corts,
 so we 
don't 
want
 to tie 
them 
up"  for too 
long,  she 
said.
 
"Also, 
that's a 
dangerous  
area  
down  there 
for the 
escorts,  
too,"
 the 
woman  
added.  
Well,  I 
understand
 their
 
position
 
of 
being  
short-handed.
 
And  the 
woman 
did say
 I could
 get 
a ride 
New
 
device 
is 
dangerous
 
by 
Dave
 
Burckhard
 
Staff 
Writer 
While 
protests  rage 
against 
nuclear
 
ener*.scientists
 
have
 been 
developing
 a type 
of energy 
device  
which could be just
 as dangerous. 
Surprisingly,  
some 
en-
v iritimentalists 
have pushed 
this
 
device 
as
 a cure-all to end 
all  energy 
woes. 
Even more
 startlingly,
 the 
device  is to be 
used within the
 cities, 
near schools
 and in places 
where 
children
 could come 
in
 contact with 
it. 
The device produces energy 
by 
converting 
fusion  radiation 
to
 heat 
through a 
radiant
 process. 
The 
heat
 is transferred
 to cir-
culating 
gas or 
chemical
 liquid 
which 
can run an electric 
generator
 
or heat a 
building.  
A related 
method  converts the 
radiation directly 
to electricity. 
Because  the 
process
 is only 5 
to 
10 
percent efficient and 
because 
environmentalists
 want it 
to take 
over 
other methods 
of
 power 
production,
 the device needs 
giant 
conversion
 facilities which 
would 
cover 
enormous areas 
of
 land  
hundreds of square miles by 
some 
estimates. 
The ecological 
effect
 of such a 
project would be 
disastrous.
 
Additionally, 
manufacturing 
such devices
 will require tons of rare 
and 
expensive
 substances 
which  will 
release, as 
wastes,
 massive quan-
tities 
of 
long
 standing 
poisons,  such 
as arsenic. 
The 
waste 
arsenic
 would 
have  to 
be stored
 and 
would  have to 
be 
guarded  
for
 millions 
of years. 
As a 
further  
danger,
 terrorists
 
could steal 
the arsenic 
to make 
deadly  
products
 such as 
lewisite,  a 
powerful,  
poisonous
 gas 
which  can 
penetrate  
rubber.
 
The process 
requires  tons 
of
 the 
fluid, 
ethylene 
glycol,
 a poisonous
 
liquid:
 or a liquid 
metal,  the same 
used 
in
 nuclear power
 plants: or 
freon, the gas
 which eats 
up
 the 
ozone layer. 
No one knows the exact
 effect of 
a 
massive
 ethylene 
glycol
 spill. If 
one were to occur, the
 liquid would 
probably seep 
into  the water table 
and could
 possibly contaminate 
drinking 
water. 
Liquid 
metal  requires special 
and expensive
 piping. If such pipes 
were to blow,
 the hot liquid would 
melt most 
substances  and ignite any 
flammable 
material
 it touched. 
Freon is 
harmless when con-
tained but an accident 
could release 
huge amounts into the 
atmosphere, 
deteriorate the ozone 
layer,
 and 
subsequently
 cause an increase in 
skin cancer because of the layer's 
less effective 
solar filtering. 
Most
 persons would agree that 
such a method of 
energy
 production 
requires studying 
before
 being put 
letters 
into wide use. 
Still many are 
unaware.  of its 
hazards and 
naively  advocate its 
development.
 
Hopefully everyone will 
gain a 
better perspective 
when  pushing for 
such a method. 
The method, to use the 
more  
popular name, is solar energy. 
from
 an 
officer  in 
a patrol 
car in an 
emergency  
 if 
someone
 was 
available. 
But
 
somehow,
 
that's 
not very
 
encouraging,
 and 
just 
not  
knowing
 
how 
I'm 
going  to 
get
 from 
here  to 
there is a constant 
source  of 
frustration. 
Of course, I 
don't have to pay 
car insurance 
or
 grit my teeth over 
gas prices and lines. But I don't have 
independence, either. 
So,  when
 I hear
 people
 
swearing  
over 
parking
 fees,
 vowing
 to 
look
 
into 
alternative
 
forms 
of 
trans-
portation,
 I 
can  only
 laugh
  
and  
ask 
them 
if 
they're
 
interested
 in 
selling 
their 
car,  
cheap.
 
Fonda's
 
concern
 is 
admirable  
by Mark Robert 
Henry  
Staff  Writer 
She stood wrapped in a blue 
towel in the darkening
 sky. It was 
sunset, and 
there  was a chill in the 
air. 
She  was standing in 
a sacred 
place where no cameras were 
allowed. She was about 
to
 enter one 
of 
seven small dwellings which she
 
later described as a dome.
 The dome 
was
 made of red willow 
branches  
and 
covered
 with rugs and  
blankets. 
It was a 
sweat lodge. 
Standing 
around her 
were 
several 
native Americans,
 also 
wrapped
 in towels. In the
 center of 
this 
ceremonial  place 
was  a bonfire 
that 
covered  several 
lava  rocks, 
which 
glowed  red with 
heat.  
Water poured 
over  the hot rocks 
after 
they were 
placed  inside 
the 
dome would provide the steam for 
the sweat 
lodge. 
As she entered the sweat 
lodge  
with the Indians, many thoughts 
crossed my 
mind. This is the person 
who has won two Academy Awards 
as best actress. This is the person I 
first saw on the screen as a sex 
object in the movie 
Barbarella.
 This 
is the person who went to what was 
North Vietnam several years ago
 
and posed 
with  "the enemy." This is 
the person who couldn't keep 
her 
seat on the 
California
 Arts Council 
because of her 
political  past. 
This is 
Jane Fonda, the 
millionaire. 
And yet Jane Fonda was 
there  
because she cared about the 
forgotten Americans.
 The first 
Americans. The native Americans. 
She wants to see their culture, 
Are 
comparisons  
the same? 
Editor: 
This
 letter is directed to Amy
 
Cortise 
whose  letter appeared 
Dec. 
3. 
You state that
 I deny the 
shah 
constitutional rights
 while I  defend 
these
 same rights 
for  non-resident 
Iranians.
 You 
are 
wrong.
 I didn't 
say to deny these
 rights to the shah. 
Let's say 
that an ordinary 
Iranian citizen
 got into the United 
States. Let's 
say this person is 
claimed to 
be
 a murderer. The 
Iranian 
government has a warrant
 
for his arrest. Just 
how  fast do you 
think the U.S.
 ,government would 
send this ordinary Iranian back to 
Iran
 to stand trial? They would send - 
him 
back faster than the time it 
takes to snap your fingers. 
If we 
believe  that all men are
 
equal, then 
the same thing applies to 
the shah,
 even overlooking the fact 
that the 
shah  doesn't have a valid
 
Iranian passport. How many 
other  
people would get into 
this
 country 
without a valid 
passport?
 
Americans 
believe the ayatollah 
when 
he
 says those American
 
hostages will stand trial as 
spies,  so 
why 
don't we believe 
him when he 
says the shah will 
get  a fair trial 
with all and any 
lawyers he wants? 
As for their 
judicial  system  how 
they punish 
proven  criminals  is it 
for America 
to dictate what that 
judicial system is? 
And  when 
you say 
that old 
established
 
countries  
back 
up
 
struggling  
newer  ones, 
remember 
your  
examples.
 France 
helped the 
U.S.
 establish 
a government
 the 
people
 wanted. 
Russia,  as 
you  say, 
recently  
helped
 the 
ayatollah  
become
 established
 in a 
country  
where
 the people
 wanted 
him.  The 
U.S.  and 
CIA did 
not 
establish
 a 
monarch 
where he 
was  wanted. 
The  CIA 
helped 
to
 overthrow
 a 
government  
elected  by 
the  people 
of
 
Iran.
 Then the 
CIA set 
up
 a regime
 
that 
was  not 
wanted. 
Are  your 
comparisons
 really
 
comparing
 the 
same thing?
 When 
you  stand 
up for 
your 
precious 
shah, just 
remember
 
that. 
Cheryl Hamlin 
Undeclared,
 
freshman
 
Examine
 
program for
 
relevance
 
Editor: 
lam
 
addressing
 this letter
 to the 
acting 
chairman 
of the 
Home  
Economics
 
Department  on 
the 
outside  chance 
that he believes
 what 
he quoted
 in Monday's
 Daily: 
"A 
few 
years ago the 
only jobs 
Engineering  
Department
 graduates 
were able to find
 were pumping 
gas." 
The naivety
 of this statement 
prompts me to think that the 
acting  
chair is referring to the 
layoffs  that 
several military 
companies 
(Lockheed, NASA 
Ames, 
etc.)
 had. 
What the acting chairman
 doesn't 
know, or refuses to believe,
 is that 
these engineers were immediately
 
absorbed by other companies such 
as Hewlett-Packard, Fairchild, etc. 
Engineers have been in demand 
since  the early 1950s, and because of 
the difficult 
curriculum  the 
supply
 
never
 quite meets the 
demand.  Isn't 
the 
acting  chairman 
aware that the 
Bay Area is the 
electronic  industry 
capital of the 
world? All the 
technological 
developments 
are  
happening  right here! For 
better or 
worse, to survive in the 
world  today, 
a technical background
 is becoming 
increasingly more 
important.  Is it 
any 
wonder that 
studenLs
 are 
majoring in engineering 
when they 
can be 
guaranteed  starting 
salaries 
of $18,000? 
Instead of downgrading
 othe,-
departments,  perhaps 
the 
actin):
 
chairman  should 
re-examine  the 
Home Economics 
program  in terms 
of its relevance
 in today's world. 
Mike
 
Ruppert
 
Electrical 
Engineering,  sophomore 
their way of life, and their children 
survive. 
One of the reasons Fonda op-
poses nuclear power is because 
much of the
 uranium in the United 
States is located on Indian reser-
vations, reservations which the 
government will take, if and when 
nuclear power plants 
continue to 
operate and more are built. 
She is also against nuclear 
power because of the deaths it has 
caused to native Americans. 
The Navajo and Spokane Indian 
nations are the major suppliers of 
uranium to the government, ac-
cording to Akwasane Notes 
magazine. 
The magazine reported that in 
1975, 18  of 100 Navajos who worked 
in the Mesa mine had died 
because
 
of lung cancer and other "radiation 
induced illness. Twenty-one others 
were being watched closely, and 
doctors feared that many more 
would 
die." 
Exxon plans to place radioac-
tive waste on 400,000 acres of land 
leased from the government in the 
Jane 
Fonda 
Navajo nation after the Secretary
 of 
the Interior waived 13 regulations, 
according to Akwasane Notes. 
Dennis Banks, co-founder of the 
American Indian Movement, said 
that 
"Mother  earth provides for us 
the things we ask for," but if we 
abuse it,
 "Mother earth will react to 
that abuse." 
Jane Fonda
 is one 
person
 who 
realizes that 
nuclear power 
is an 
abuse
 of Mother
 Earth. 
Fonda  
described
 her 
experience  
in 
the sweat 
lodge,  of 
listening  to 
native
 Americans 
"who were
 
singing 
and  speaking 
in a tongue like
 
magic" 
as a 
"profound
 
experience."
 
"I want 
to
 thank you 
for sharing
 
that
 experience
 with me," 
she said 
before
 an audience
 of 200 
personst 
And I 
want to 
thank  you, 
Jane 
Fonda,
 for 
taking  
time
 to 
promote
 
the 
survival  of 
the  first 
Americans.  
They were 
here a 
long
 time 
before  
Columbus
 
showed  
up,
 and if 
we 
listen 
to them 
closely, 
perhaps 
we 
could 
learn to 
survive  
together
 in the 
years
 to come. 
photo
 by 
Mark  
Henry  
December
 
5. 
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Library
 
books  
will 
be
 split 
to two quarters
 
by Denise Downer 
The SJSU library director has yet to decide what 
materials will be placed in the new library now 
under 
construction, according to Tom Carter, assistant 
librarian.
 
The five
-story building scheduled for completion 
in June 1981, will be smaller than the existing 
library. Therefore, "There won't be enough room
 for 
everything we have," Carter said.
 
Materials
 in the present library will 
be
 collected 
and divided in some way, he said. 
"Most  likely, the 
science books will be in the old library 
and the 
general references and books
 will be in the new." 
However, "No commitments have
 been for-
mulated so far," Carter said. "We haven't 
really  
decided anything, maybe because we are in a 
transition period." 
Harold Olsen, library 
director,
 will be leaving his 
position July 1980. At the present, a new director is 
being sought. 
Carter said he speculates that Olsen does not 
want to make decisions the new director will have to 
live 
with.  
However, one 
decision has been made about the 
construction of the building. 
The new library will be solar
 dependent, said J. 
Handel Evans, associate executive 
vice president to 
facilities planning. Reading and study rooms 
will
 be 
heated and cooled by solar power. 
Rooms will be carpeted and the area outside
 the 
library will
 be landscaped. 
Spartan Shops board of directors gave $70,000 to 
the university for the library's carpet and land-
scaping, Evans said. 
Construction of the library is behind 
schedule,
 
Evans said. "But, it's not a problem. This is not 
unusual for any building under construction." 
The new library's foundation
 is being built on the 
old corporation 
yard  site. In October, construction 
workers stopped digging 
to realign high tension wires 
and some water 
lines.  This caused a 30-day delay. 
The finished library will be named after Robert 
D. Clark, SJSU's president from 1964-1969. 
More 
escorts
 sought
 
University 
Police  want to add six more night escorts 
this semester to today's 
force of eight to improve the 
escort 
service
 and cut down on operating problems. 
Sgt. Lloyd Hohu, who directs the escort
 program, 
will 
hire additional escorts as soon
 as they are eligible 
and "we can clear them 
after  a quick crime check." 
So far two
 male students have talked to Hohu.
 
"If they would turn in their applications 
tonight,  
we'd put them on tomorrow if 
they're  cleared," he said. 
Escorts are paid $4 an hour 
through work-study for 
a maximum 20 hours a 
week,  he said. Five out of the 
eight escorts working today put in 20 hours a week. 
"I know there's a heavy workload, but I didn't 
really take into 
consideration  the reason for it," Hohu 
said. 
He indicated that more
 requests have come into the 
University Police department during
 early evening 
hours since it's been getting dark earlier.
 
Today the escort service begins 
operation at 5:30 
p.m. and runs until about 11 p.m., he said. 
If at least two more escorts are hired
 this semester 
the service will begin operating at 5 p.m. in order to 
accommodate early evening callers. 
Hohu said the program itself runs smoothly. 
"The problem is the waiting time," he said. 
"People
 
get impatient and don't want to wait." 
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Vietnamese
 
come 
to 
U.S. 
'full  of curiosity'  
by Kathy Chin 
Jisiroalnin student 
As the moon juts out against the velvety -black sky, 
Fred Roecker, 
along with other Vietnamese
 
volunteers,  
waits patiently. 
Dozens  of Vietnamese refugees disembark 
from
 a 
bus that has taken them from Travis 
Airport
 Base to the 
Belmont Travel Lodge where
 they will receive food and 
rest.  
It is early morning. The weary arrivals are
 
clustered in 
families,  carrying only a bag or two of 
belongings. They 
gaze at their new environment with 
"wide, open 
stares,
 full of curiosity," says Roecker. 
Roecker, a 26-year -old physics student at SJSU, is 
handed a list of Vietnamese names. He conducts a head 
count, trying to attach the names to the strangers' 
faces. Then he leads them to their rooms. Here, they 
will wait for their American sponsors 
to come pick them 
up. 
Once 
they
 are settled, Roecker helps distribute hot 
meals which consist of an Oriental meat dish, fruit, 
vegetables,
 and tea. When this is done, he walks over to 
the bus loading zone to wait for the next group
 of 
refugees
 from Malaysia. 
This
 is typical of one of the many weekends Roecker 
has spent since August volunteering his time to help the 
Vietnamese adjust to their new surroundings. 
"I can't do much, but I can do my share," he said. 
Resides volunteering a few hours on weekends, Roecker 
goes to 
school  full time, and works 
55 hours a week as a 
technician at Spectra
-Physics
 Industries in Santa Clara. 
He said his motivation comes
 from "knowing I'm 
helping someone in need. I've had 
it hard all my life so I 
want to help people." 
Raised in a family 
where  the word "punishment" 
was synonymous with 
"beating,"  Roecker recalled his 
childhood years 
when  his "iron -fisted" father beat him 
"until 1 a.m, every night,"
 when the neighbors heard 
the screams pierce through 
the walls, and when his 
father forbade him to have friends 
because
 he didn't 
want his son to be like the other people in society. 
Pointing to himself he said, "I feel the pain, 
loneliness, and hardship. I also feel the hope and 
aspiration of the future." 
Although Roecker doesn't agree with the way his
 
father treated him, he is proud of the fact that most of 
the men in his family were  in the military. Thus, he 
holds a patriotic viewpoint, valuing the ideals 
of 
"happiness, freedom, 
and  liberty for all." 
In 
fact,  Roecker wanted to 
go to Vietnam to help 
defeat the Communists.
 He requested it several 
times,  
but was turned down
 "because Nixon was 
pulling out in 
1972. 
-I can't help fight the Communists," he said, "so 
the
 least I can do is help when they (non-Communist 
Vietnamese)
 come." 
When the Vietnamese did come this year, Roecker 
Carter is 
officially
 running 
again 
WASHINGTON 1API - 
President Carter an-
nounced officially 
yesterday that he is 
seeking reelection and said 
he would keep Vice 
President Walter F. 
Mondale as his running 
mate. 
"We intend to lead the 
Democratic Party
 to 
victory and 
we
 intend to 
lead the nation 
in con-
tinuing the good work 
which all of us have begun 
together," Carter said. 
Carter made his 
long -
expected announcement 
yesterday
 as a new poll 
showed him almost even 
with 
Sen. Edward M. 
Kennedy, whom he once 
trailed 2-1 in polls of 
Democratic voters. 
"I carry some scars 
and I carry 
them with 
pride," Carter said. 
But he said 
he would 
"continue
 to talk sense to 
the American people" 
during his campaign. 
Carter 
made  his an-
nouncement in the East 
Room of the White House, 
where most of his im-
mediate relatives gathered 
to take part in the brief 
ceremony.
 
He 
canceled
 a 
scheduled
 appearance at a 
Spartan
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CLOSE TO 
GRADUATION? 
WE MAY HAVE A JOB FOR 
YOU. 
Burroughs
 
Corporation,
 
Pasadena
 Plant. designs
 develops 
imgineers 
andmanufacturers medium 
data  processing 
systems We 
also design and produce operating system
 
software associated
 with these computers We have 
openings' for 
graduating  students
 in the following 
areas
 
Logic Design Engineering 
Circuit Design Engineering 
Industrial
 Engineering 
Manufacturing Engineering 
Test Engineering 
Duality  Engineeing 
Management
 Systems Analysis 
Software Validation Programming 
Compiler 
Development 
Burroughs Network 
Architecture  
Data 
Communications
 
Data 
Base
 Management 
Operating 
Systems  Development 
If 
you  are graduating
 with a Bai  
or Mt, 
Computer
 
Science.
 Matheinat,
 f IF Ml 
send
 
your resume to 
or
 call,'
 
no.
 
Nita ivy, Manager 
Professional
 Employment 
460 Sierra Madre 
Villa  
Pasadena.
 
California
 
91109 
12131  351 
6551 
Burroughs 
fund-raising  dinner on 
grounds 
it would be 
inappropriate to appear at 
a political event 
while 
calling other presidential 
contenders to restrain their  
comments on Iran. 
CONTACT 
LENSES
 
all 
fitungslservices
 
for
 
students
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was quick to respond to news articles beseeching people 
to help the refugees get established. He contacted the 
International Red Cross, the U.S. Catholic Conference, 
the Lutheran Social 
Service,  and the Vietnamese 
Alliance Church in San Jose. 
Leaving
 his phone
 number 
with  the 
services
 and 
never 
getting
 called 
was  
frustrating.
 Roecker 
soon  
realized the 
best way to 
get anything 
done was to 
continuously 
call these 
organizations  
offering his 
help. 
Every 
Friday  night, 
he
 calls the 
Belmont  
Travel
 
Lodge
 to find out
 what time 
the buses 
will  be 
arriving
 
that weekend. 
The drive from San Jose to Belmont is about an 
hour. Sometimes when he arrives, the 
buses  have 
already come, so his services are not needed that day. 
But each weekend he continues to go. When the Viet-
namese see a person helping them, "they see you as an 
American that cares," he said. 
"What is life worth if you can't give  a little of 
yourself to help someone else?" 
SJSU
 
SAILING
 
CLUB
 
presents
 
WINDSURFING
 
a 
free
 
demonstration
 
and  
slide
 
presentation
 
Thursday.  
Dec. 6 
6:30 
p.m.13  
Dudley
 Moorhead Hall, 
Rm 161 
Sponsored by 
Associated
 Students 
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LILL 
I) EVE 
SHOWCASE
 
MAGAZINE
 
is 
looking to 
discover 
top new 
faces.  
Male/female,
 all 
ages, 
including
 
children
 for magazine
 
advertising --
T. V.
 
mot).  s -- 
product  
identification,
 
and 
casting.
 If you 
want  
to be 
discovered,  
and have a 
chance
 
to 
get  
to the 
top, we are 
constantly  on a 
search
 
for new 
talent.
 If you 
qualify
 you 
could
 
even
 win a $1,000.00
 
prize --
composites
 and
 
portfolio, 
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 ex-
perience  
necessary,
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nudes).  
For  
personal
 and 
confidential
 
evaluation,
 
interviews 
will be held 
Monday  thru 
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to 9 p.m. 
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San  
Jose
 
Holiday Inn,  282
 
Almaden  
Blvd., 
Park
 
Center  Plaza. 
4 
entertainment
 
calendar
 
 
film 
Camera
 
One
 
- - 
Tonight;
 
"Wuthering
 
Heights"  
and 
-Rebecca."
 
Tomorrow,
 
Friday,
 
Saturday,
 
Sunday
 
and  
Monday;
 
'The
 
Opening
 
of
 
Misty
 
Beethoven"
 
and  
"The
 
Private  
Afternoons
 of 
Pamela  
Mann."
 
Tuesday;
 
"Samurai
 
Ambush"
 
and 
"The  
Secret
 
Scrolls."
 
The
 
Wednesday
 
Cinema
 - 
"Watership
 
Down,"
 
shown
 
at 
7 
and  
10 
p.m.,
 
Morris
 
Dailey  
Auditorium.
 
Chicano
 
Film 
Festival
 
- 
Part
 
II
 
of
 the
 
festival
 
will
 
start
 
at
 
7 
p.m.,
 
tomorrow,
 
in 
the 
SJSU  
Student
 
Union  
Ballroom.
 
ksjs 
8:15 a.m. - 
Chaos 
Quarter
 
Comedy 
Hour 
8:35 a.m.
 - Mutual
 
Sports  
4 p.m.
 -KSJS
 News 
4:30 p.m. - 
Student
 
Union
 
Forum 
5 
p.m. - 
Consider 
the 
Alternatives 
5:30  
p.m.
 - BBC 
Science
 
Magazine.
 
6 p.m. -KSJS 
News
 
Thursday 
6:35 a.m. - Mutual
 
Sports  
8:35 a.m. - 
Mutual Sports 
4 
p.m. - 
KSJS
 News 
4:30 p.m. 
-Focus  
5 
P.M. 
-- 
KSJS 
Sports 
Journal
 
5:30 
p.m. 
- 
"They  
Shoot
 
Students,
 
Don't  
They" 
6 p.m. - 
KSJS  News 
6:45 
p.m.  - 
Chaos
 Quarter 
Comedy 
Hour 
Friday 
6:35  a.m. - 
Mutual 
Sports  
8:15
 a.m. 
- Chaos 
Quarter
 
Comedy  Hour 
8:35 a.m. - 
Mutual
 
Sports
 
90.7
 FM 
4:30 
p.m. - 
Contemporary
 
Wednesday  
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 - Mutual 
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$15 I 
5 
p.m. - 
KSJS  Sports
 
Journal
 
5:30 p.m. - 
La Verdad
 
6P.M.
 KSJS 
News  
6:30
 
p.m.  
Enfoque
 
National
 
Saturday
 
9 
a.m.
 to 
noon
 - 
Classical
 
Sounds
 
noon
 
-Folk  
Festival
 
USA  
Sunday 
9 a.m.
 to noon
 - 
Classical
 
Sounds 
4:30 
p.m. - 
Black  
Realities  
Monday 
6:35 
a.m.  - 
Mutual  
Sports 
8:15 
a.m. - 
Chaos 
Quarter  
Comedy
 Hour
 
8:35 a.m.
 - 
Mutual
 
Sports
 
4 
p.m.  - 
KSJS  
News  
4:30  
p.m.
 - 
Contempocciry
 
Woman
 
5 
p.m.  - 
BBC 
Science
 
Magazine
 
5:30
 p.m.
 - 
Student
 
Union  
Forum  
6 p.m. 
- KSJS 
News 
6:30 
p.m.  - 
Dennis  
Terry's
 
Oldies 
Extravaganza
 
Tuesday 
6:35 a.m. 
- Mutual 
Sports  
8:15 a.m.
 - Chaos
 Quarter
 
Comedy
 Hour 
8:35 a.m.
 - Mutual 
Sports  
4 p.m. - 
KSJS
 News 
4:30 
p.m.  - 
"They  
Shoot  
Students,
 Don't 
They?"  
5 p.m. - 
La
 Verdad 
5:30 
p.m. - 
World 
Affairs  
Today 
6 p.m.
 - KSJS 
News
 
7 toll 
p.m. - San 
Jose City 
Council  
Meeting
-Live 
music 
Concert - Los 
Lupenos 
de San Jose present a 
traditional 
Mexican 
dance  
and music 
on
 "Christmas 
in 
Mexico,"
 8 p.m.,
 
tomorrow 
Montgomery
 
Theater, San 
Carlos and 
Market, San
 Jose. 
The 
Hall 
-- 
1425
 
Burlingame
 
Ave., 
Burlingame.
 
Friday; 
Sal 
Valentino,
 
Saturday  
and 
Sunday;
 
Daddy -0, 
Tuesday;
 Riki Hendrix
 - A 
tribute 
to Jimi 
Hendrix.
 
Keystone
 Palo 
Alto - 
260 
California
 Ave.
 Palo 
Alto. 
John 
Kay, 
Earthquake
 
plus  
Yesterday  
and 
Today.
 
Saturday;
 
Paul 
But-
terfielcURick
 Danko
 Band 
plus  John
 Lee 
Hooker.
 
Monday;
 
KFAT
 
Fat  Fry 
with 
Chuck 
Wagon  and
 the 
Wheels  plus
 Hot 
Cider.  
Tuesday;
 Good
 Earth 
plus  
Michael  
Stone. 
The 
Garret - 
The 
Pruneyard,
 
Campbell.
 
Friday; Back 
Alive,  
Saturday;
 Allen
 and 
Marsha  Graham, 
Tuesday: 
Michele  
Coulon.
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'Stars'
 
bring
 
spark  to Flint
 
by 
Craig  
Henderson
 
Sensuality
 
reached  
new  
heights
 as 
graceful
 
ballet
 
dancers
 
performed
 
in
 scenes 
of 
romance
 and
 
sex at 
the 
Cupertino  
Flint  
Center  
Sunday  
in
 "Stars
 of 
the New 
York 
City  
Ballet."
 
The 
best 
of the 
best 
was 
brought
 to 
Cupertino.
 
Patricia
 
McBride
 and 
Jean-Pierre
 Bonnefous
 are 
principal  
dancers  
of
 the 
New York City
 Ballet. 
McBride, 
Mikhail 
Baryshnikov's  
dance  
partner,
 was called "the 
outstanding
 
American
 
ballerina 
of our day" by the
 
New Yorker 
magazine. 
McBride
 and Bon-
nefous
 brought with them 
a 
troupe  of 20 
dancers
 
trained at the 
New  York 
City Ballet's official school
 
and five short
 dance 
productions 
choreographed
 
by 
George 
Balanchine,  
Jerome
 Robbins,
 and 
Bonnefous.
 
In 
the evening's 
most 
sensitive
 and 
moving  
production,
 McBride and 
Bonnefous acted 
out an 
encounter between 
two 
dancers  in an imaginary 
studio in "The 
Afternoon  of 
a 
Faun." 
McBride 
practiced  at 
the mirror, 
Bonnefous 
joined her, and their
 initial 
self-consciousness 
grew 
into a relationship of trust 
and mutual support. The
 
scene ended in a 
kiss, and 
McBride  left in sorrow, 
apparently 
feeling that 
dancing could be her only 
love.
 
Bonnefous 
and Mc-
Brioe 
have
 managed, 
however, to 
combine  ballet 
careers and serious 
relationships.  In fact, 
Bonnefous married Mc-
Bride in 1973. Their in-
timate personal 
relationship is 
reflected
 in 
a dance relationship that 
appears secure and 
comfortable. 
A primitive mating
 
ritual 
entitled "Bugako" 
ended the 
evening's  per-
formance. Eerie music by 
Toshiro Mayuzumi set the 
scene as the younger 
dancers 
took of the leading 
couple's white robes. 
McBride and Bon-
nefous danced to Balm-
chine choreography that 
was animalistic, yet 
beautiful. The 
tension 
buildt, and the couple 
joined in what can only be 
labelled as a represen-
tation of sexual 
in -
THE 
EXPLOSIVE 
80's
 
Read
 all
 about it 
December
 6th 
in 
the  
Spartan  
Daily
 
tercourse.
 
The evening
 also in-
cluded a 
delightful  jazz -
ballet to George Gershwin 
music. Bonnefous 
clearly  
enjoyed himself 
and 
projected that
 spirit of fun 
into the audience. 
Some of the most 
satisfying visual images 
were provided by the 
troupe of young dancers. 
In "Donizetti 
Variations," three trios of 
two females and one male 
started off what became an 
exploration of the variety 
of relationships and 
geometric possibilities. 
Balanchine created 
a 
design in space with bodies 
as the medium.
 
The only 
disappointing 
performance came from 
Robert Weiss in "Donizetti 
Variations." 
Weiss'  ten-
seness
 ruined his duo with 
McBride. His solo work 
was successful only to the
 
point that 
it answered yes 
to 
the  eternal 
question 
asked  of 
male 
ballet
 
dancers,  
"Can  he 
jump  
high?"
 But 
then, 
who 
really
 cares? 
High 
quality  
productions  
like  "Stars 
of 
the
 New 
York  
City
 Ballet"
 
add to 
the 
cultural  
at-
mosphere
 of the 
South 
Bay 
that
 is 
still in 
its 
infant
 
stages. 
"Stars"
 was 
a San 
Jose 
Theater
 Guild 
and 
Don 
Thomson
 
presentation
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COLOR UM 
BLACK  & 
WHITE  
$5.95 
123 S. 3rel St. 
San Jose 
2115-43311
 
Bug  
Problems?
 
Try our - 
VOLKSWAGEN
 SPECIAL! 
(Good  
All Semester)
 
1 Tuna -up 5 
Adjust
 
carburetor  
9 
Adjust brakes 
2 Adjust valves 
6 Change 011 
10 Brake fluid 
 
3 Set 
timing 
7 
3 
Qua.s
 
01
 od 
11 .- Transmission
 fluid atilt 
4 Check
 compression 8 lubrication 
12 
. Battery
 fluicTadd 
ONLY
 $25 
-Plus Parts
 If 
Needed
 
Spartan
 Mobil
 
294-1562
 
VISA 
11th and San Carlos 
Offer 
good
 for: 
Pm 1972 buses. all Bugs.
 Carman 601113 
Fastbacks. Squarebacks 
and  Things 
All Work Guaranteed 
SAVE 
$58po
 
on 
your
 
SAN JOSE 
STATE
 
COLLEGE
 
RING
 
At
 
the
 
Spartan
 
Bookstore
 
LAST
 
DAY!
 
HERE'S
 
HOW:  
TRADE
 IN 
your 
man's
 gold 
High 
School  
ring 
(limit
 one per
 sale). 
CHOOSE
 
any 
Siladiume
 ring.
 
(Siladium
 is 
a fine 
quality  
jewelers'
 
alloy
 
guaranteed  
for a 
lifetime.)
 
SAVE
 
$58  
on a 
new 
gold 
College  
ring 
with
 the 
trade-in  
of a 
man's  
gold
 High 
School
 ring.
 
ORDER
 NOW
 
115;  
Spartan
 
Book/tote
 
San
 
Jose
 
State
 
University
 
$10
 
required
 
with 
trade-in
 
ARTARVED
 
COLLEGE
 
RINGS 
, 
Symbolizing
 
your
 
ability
 to 
achieve.
 
Special  
Sayings
 on 
all 
Men's  
Celadium
 Rings
 
and 
selected
 
'Vomen's
 
Fashion
 
Rings.  
PHOTO
 
SPECIALS
 
FREE FILM 
WITH DEVELOPING
 
Bring this coupon, along with a roll 
of 
color  print film 
for 
developing,
 
to any participating Photo  Drive -
Up 
Store.  You'll receive
 a replace-
ment 
roll of Kodakcolor print film 
free 
of charge. Offer 
expires
 
1/3/80 
,PHOTO
 DRIVE -UP 
SPECIAL OFFER 
.  
-0 
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 5 
We use Kock* paper... 
fora good look. 
Imm.` 
WITH THIS PHOTO
-DRIVE -UP COUPON % 
EXPIRES
 
1/3/80
 
COLOR 
ENLARGEMENT  
SPECIAL 
i 
MOVIE AND SLIDE 
PROCESSING 
7ETis'itE
 
$129
 
SLIDE 
OR
 
EXPIRES
 
SUPER 8 MM
 
 
1/3/80
 
5x7 
8x10 
79° 
$199  
COLOR 
REPRINT
 
_SPECIAL  
OFFICIAL  
PASSPORT A1
 
00 
PHOTOS
  OFF 
150 
10 
FREE
 
ZEROX 
COPIES 
R E A C H
 
EG. 4c EA. 1COUPON 
PER FAMILY 
EXPIRES 
1/3/80 
7 -HOUR FILM 
DEVELOPING AVAILABLE 
ON COLOR PRINT FILM SAN
 JOSE AREA 
CA 
RA 
SPECIALS
 
(IN BY 
10:00  
OUT BY 5:00) 
OLYMPUS
 
OM10  
WITH 50MM F1.8 
LENS
 
$219
 
PENTAX
 
ME 
WITH 
50MM  
F1.8 
LENS
 
'219"
 
Minolta 
XG.1  
WITH 
45MM
 F2 
'2
 
29
 
CANONET  
28
 
40MM 
F2.8 WITH CASE 
$699"2139
 
NIKON
 
EM 
WITH 50MM 
F2
 
CANONET
 
GIII 17 
40 MM F1.7 WITH CASE 
59995
 
VIVITAR
 
POCKET
 700 
2 
895  
Kodak
 
COLORBURST
 
50
 
INSTANT
 
PRINT  
$2995
 
MINOLTA 6404
 
AUTO 
PAK
 
110  
BUILT4N FLASH
 TELEPHOTO 
LENS  
$649"1595
 
Keystone
 
POCKET
 
110 
X1246 
,OFFER  
With 
purchase
 of 
any 
camera  from PHOTO DRIVE -UP we will 
develop  your 1st 
roll FREE. 
Compare 
our  
prices
 with  HONG KONG  NEW 
YORK
  LOS 
ANGELES!! 
VISA, 
MASTERCHARGE
 OK  WE 
SHIP  
U.P.S.   
NEW
 
FACTORY
 
WARRANTY
 
NEW 6 HOUR 
RCA 
VIDEO
 
SPECIALS
 
VIDEO RECORDER 
SPECIAL
 
SELECTA VISION 
50%  MORE RECORDING 
TIME PER 
CASSETTE  
6 
HR.  VHS VDT 501 
$849 
24 HR. PROGRAMMABLE
  INCLUDES '100 
RCA  REBATE 
6 HR. 
VHS  VDT 600 
$1090 
7 DAY 
PROGRAMMABLE  
INCLUDES  '100 RCA REBATE 
When you 
purchase  a Video 
Recorder  from the 
Photo
 
Drive -Up 
you  
receive
 
$50.00
 worth of 
pre-
recorded tape 
rental credit and a 
certificate
 for 
developing a roll of Kodak
 film Free 
of 
Charge!
 Wow! 
4.   
VIDEO 
TAPE
 SALE $16
 95 
4.6  HR. VHS.
 . . WITH 
THIS  AD 
EACH
 
PRERECORDED  MOVIES  
VIDEO
 CASSETTE
 
RENTAL CENTER 
TOP FILMS  BIG SELECTION! 
Come in, Call or Write for a Free 
Catalog. If more convenient, 
place your order 
by 
phone  or 
mail  
(408)
 725-8180 
/54
 
CND_
 
welcome.
 
CUPERTINO  
STORE 
1375 
SARATOGA-
SUNNYVALE 
ROAD 
725-8180 
RENT A 
VIDEO  
RECORDER 
$30 
FOR1to
 3 
DAYS 
AVAILABLE
 
CUPERTINO
 
STORE 
40 
CONVENIENT
 
PHOTO 
DRIVE -UP 
LOCATIONS
  ONE NEAR 
YOU!
 
PHOTO
 
DRIVE -UP  CAMERA and VIDEO CENTER, 
WAREHOUSE
 
and
 MAIN 
OFFICE  
CAMPBELL
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 and 
Pan in Proof of 
Pork
 V 
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Center Comer
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Ph. 
2488271  
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Ph. 733-5865 
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consumer
 
Car
 
buying
 
tricky
 
business  
by
 Lori 
Eiekmann  
Next 
to
 buying a 
house,  a car 
 
new
 or used 
 is 
usually
 the 
most  
expensive
 item 
an individual
 will 
buy. 
In
 these 
inflationary  
times, 
the  
wise 
consumer  
must know
 not 
only
 
what 
kind of 
car  he or 
she is in-
terested 
in, but how
 to go 
about  
buying
 it. 
According
 to Joan
 Schramm,
 
investigator
 at the
 Santa 
Clara 
County  
Consumer  
Affairs 
office, the
 
first step 
is to 
"Decide  
what
 kind of 
car you 
want  
but  do 
your
 research
 
outside
 of the 
car lot. 
Once 
you're
 on 
the  lot, 
you're  in 
the 
hands  of 
professionals
 who
 are out
 to sell 
you." 
In deciding
 on a 
car,  the 
con-
sumer 
shouid
 consider
 his or 
her 
specific 
requirements
 for 
economy,
 
power
 and 
accessories  as 
well as 
make,
 body 
style  and 
color.  
When
 
looking 
for  a used car, 
age, mileage 
and 
condition
 are 
special
 factors. 
The  prospective 
buyer can go to 
several 
sources  for 
information 
about
 the car
 he or 
she  is 
con-
sidering.
 The 
state 
publishes  a 
consumer
 catalog 
on cars 
which  is 
available  
at
 any 
Department  
of 
Motor 
Vehicles  office, 
Schramm 
said. For new 
cars, "Go to 
consumer  
reports, and 
pay attention
 to the 
repair history.
 I.00k for 
trends"  in 
defects. 
Schramm 
said the 
.National  
Highway 
Traffic  Safety 
Commission  
has 
information 
on
 the history
 of 
defects  in 
various
 models 
at
 (8001 
424-9393. 
If the prospective
 buyer is in-
terested in a 
used car, the 
Kelley  
Blue 
Book,  
which'
 
estimates  the 
value 
of used cars, is 
available at 
any bank.
 This is 
an important
 
resource
 because 
"There's
 no set 
price 
on
 a used car 
except  whatever 
people
 are willing 
to pay for it," 
Schramm  said. 
Once the 
consumer  has 
decided
 
what kind of 
car  he or she 
wants.  
Schramm
 suggests then going from 
lot to lot to "Just look. This is where 
your willpower comes 
in" as buyers 
are
 often tempted to 
purchase  the 
first car which seems
 to fit their 
needs. 
The U.S. 
Department  of 
Transportation  booklet **Common 
Sense in Buying a New Car" 
suggests the consumer "try on" the 
specific 
car which he or she is 
considering to "Make sure that you 
can fit into the car comfortably ... 
that there is 
enough leg room and 
head room ...
 that the safety belts 
are long 
enough." 
The booklet also suggests a 
"careful and complete inspection,
 
including a thorough 
road test to 
determine handling 
and per-
formance." The car 
should
 be tested 
over the types of 
roads which the 
owner  usually travels, 
under  night 
conditions,
 in fast and slow 
traffic. 
and on hills. 
With both new
 and used 
cars,  
"Always test 
drive,  and not just 
around the 
block,"
 Schramm said. 
"Take the 
salesman  with you, so if 
you hear a 
funny noise, you have 
someone to ask. Then watch to see if 
he hems and haws around." 
When test driving 
a car, always 
,check to see if 
the odometer is 
working. A non-functioning 
odometer could be a sign that the 
car's mileage reading is incorrect. 
The
 federal odometer law 
makes it illegal for anyone 
to change 
a vehicle's mileage reading.
 
Prior to purchasing
 a vehicle, 
the 
consumer  should 
receive a 
signed 
mileage disclosure 
statement  
indicating
 the mileage 
registered on 
the 
odometer at the 
time of the 
transfer.  
Carefully 
inspect
 a new car's
 
appearance for stains or paint flaws. 
The transportation department's
 
booklet 
"Common Sense in Buying a 
Safe Used Car" suggests examining 
a used car body
 for rust, dents 
and 
use of 
body  putty, which 
may be 
signs that the car has 
been in an 
accident.  
Used 
cars should 
also be 
checked for  excessive
 rusting of the 
frame, signs that the frame
 has been 
welded and signs
 of oil or tran-
smission fluid leakage
 on the ground 
under  the car and on the 
inside  of the 
tires, according to the booklet. 
The 
condition of the 
tires,
 
window glass, all lights, the 
upholstery and
 carpeting, spare tire 
and jack should be examined as 
Bad
 
record
 equals bad rates 
by Mark 
Marmee  
Being 
a single male
 under 25 
with
 a bad driving
 record who 
drives  
a late model 
sports  car in a 
densely 
populated 
area  is not 
conducive  to 
low car 
insurance rates, 
according  
to a survey
 of two local 
insurance 
agencies.
 
Marital
 status, age, 
driving 
record, type 
and size of car and
 the 
area in which
 it is driven are
 all 
criteria taken
 into account 
by in-
surance agents 
when they come
 up 
with a driver's
 insurance rate. 
As far as age 
is concerned,
 there 
is not much you
 can do about 
higher 
rates 
if you are under
 25, according
 
to Larry Kelly, 
an agent for Far-
mers Insurance 
Group  in San Jose. 
"If you're
 a part-time
 driver 
under 
your parents' 
policy  and you 
want to get 
your
 own car 
insurance
 
before you 
reach  25, it's 
going  to cost 
you
 money," Kelly 
said of the base 
age most 
companies 
unexplainedly  
set to 
give policy 
holders less 
ex-
pensive 
rates. 
"If 
you  get 
married  and 
you're  
under 25 
you can 
expect  cheaper
 
insurance
 rates," Kelly
 added. 
One thing you 
may  not be 
"stuck" with 
is your driving record, 
an important aspect 
in
 deciding how 
much you will 
have to pay for car 
insurance. 
According  to Kelly 
and Mary 
Lou  Smith, of San 
Jose's
 Campus 
Insurance Service,
 the more 
"points," or traffic 
violations, you 
accumulate,
 the more you have
 to 
pay in insurance costs. 
A 
driver with a California 
drivers license, who has 
been  
driving in the state
 for at least three 
years, has
 up to two "points" before 
traffic violations or accidents begin 
to play 
a part in insurance costs. 
"Points"
 are defined as either 
traffic violations, such as speeding 
tickets or drunk driving violations
 or 
accidents. 
"Two tickets for a 
young driver 
doesn't really hurt you that much 
with insurance," Smith said. "But, if 
you have over four, you're really in 
trouble."  
Smith 
went on to say that a 
driver with four "points" on his or 
her  record could expect to pay up to 
$1,000 per
 year in insurance rates, as 
compared to $200 
to $400 annually for 
drivers without those points. 
Another area companies
 check 
is the type and year and size of car 
you 
drive.  
As far as type of car goes, Smith 
warned 
that if you
 
want
 to 
keep  
from
 
paying
 
high car 
insurance  
premiums,
 
stay away from 
sports 
cars and
 
four-wheel drive vehicles. 
Smith
 
went on to say
 that the 
design
 
and 
the materiaLs
 used 
in 
building
 
the cars account for the 
increase
 
in 
insurance costs that can 
run 
from  50 
to
 100 
percent
 higher
 
than 
an 
average
 
policy
 
Kelly,
 in 
turn,
 warned 
that  small 
car 
owners
 
can
 
expect  to pay 
more 
for
 
their
 
insurance  
due to the
 
idea
 
that small cars do not hold up as well 
in collisions as bigger cars. 
Kelly went on to cite a figure 
stating that 32 percent more injuries 
occur in small car collisions. He also 
said rising medical costs wa another 
reason for increased insurance 
rates. 
Living and driving in a densely 
populated area, such as San Jose, as 
compared  to 
rural  
surroundings,
 
also adds to 
the  cost of an 
insurance 
policy. 
Comparing
 the San Jose 
area to 
the rest of the 
United States,
 Smith 
stated
 East Coast
 drivers pay
 more 
for 
insurance, while
 Midwesterners
 
pay less and 
West  Coast drivers
 pay 
fairly  low 
costs  in 
comparison  
to the 
rest 
of
 the nation. 
"In 
California,
 the 
nearer  you 
live 
to San 
Francisco,
 the 
higher  
your
 
insurance
 
rates 
get," 
Smith  
said.
 
"Rates
 in 
San  
Francisco  
are 
almost
 double
 to those
 in San 
Jose. 
Checking
 
your
 
own  
automobile
 
Basically, the more people there 
are and the more traffic congestion 
you have, the higher your insurance 
rates are going to be." 
One thing both Kelly and Smith 
agreed on, concerning how to get 
lower insurance rates, was the 
benefit of good 
student
 rates. 
Most insurance companies give 
discounts for full-time students 
carrying at least a 3.0 grade point 
average. 
According to Smith, if you are a 
full-time student with a 3.0 
GPA  and 
no major violations on 
your record, 
driving a mid -70s compact car, you
 
can 
expect
 to pay for basic liability 
insurance $252 
per  year at Campus 
Insurance Service. 
For that same coverage,
 along 
with the same
 driving record, you 
can expect to pay $270 
annually
 with 
a student discount 
rate
 at Farmers 
Insurance, 
according  to Kelly. 
well. 
Then, stand
 back from 
the car 
to
 
see 
if it is 
level.
 If one 
corner 
is
 
lower 
than 
another,  
one 
of
 the 
springs
 may 
be
 weak 
or
 broken. 
It is also
 important
 to have
 a 
used care
 run 
through
 a 
diagnostic  
center 
or 
inspected
 by a 
competent
 
mechanic  
to determine
 its 
general  
condition. 
Both
 
booklets
 
stressed  
the  
importance  
of 
understanding  
the 
car's
 warranty 
. Written 
warranties 
provided  by a 
manufacturer  
on new 
cars are either
 lull or limited. 
A full 
warranty  
means  a 
defective 
proauct  will
 be fixed 
or 
replaced 
free of 
charge
 within a 
reasonable 
time or the
 consumer 
will receive 
a new product 
or his or 
her money 
back. This 
warranty  
covers
 anyone 
who owns 
the car 
during  the warranty 
period. 
A 
limited
 warranty 
may cover 
only 
parts,
 not labor, and 
may cover 
only 
the first owner. A car 
can have 
a full 
warranty  on part 
of
 it and a 
limited warranty 
on
 the remainder. 
Most cars carry
 a limited 
warranty. 
The consumer 
may  or may not 
get a warranty on a 
used car. As 
protection, Schramm
 said, "you 
should squeeze out as much 
as
 you 
can" on a used car deal.
 
-Everything
 should be in 
writing."  
A 
basic don't in buying any 
car 
is "don't go at night," 
Schramm 
said. "People are tired, 
you feel 
pressured because it's 
near
 closing. 
Did you ever wonder
 why car 
dealers are open so late'?" 
Also, people should avoid 
shopping for a car if they're too hot, 
too cold, too wet or 
too  busy to check 
every accessory, thoroughly 
examine the entire car and take
 it 
bra test drive. 
In 
dealing
 with 
salesmen, 
Schramm  
said
 consumers
 should 
realize that 
"the car business
 is not 
suffering
 from lack 
of competition. 
I.et them 
know you 
know  that." 
Schramm said 
students are 
of ten 
vulnerable  to salesmen 
because 
the salesmen try to 
relate
 
the
 car to students. "Watch 
for them 
playing on your 
needs,"
 she 
cautioned. 
"The most important possession
 
a consumer has is his or her 
signature," Schramm said. "Do not 
sign anything before you're sure, 
and don't sign under pressure." 
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Financing
 obstacle 
to 
many
 students
 
by 
Greg  Grimes 
So you want
 to buy a car
 and you can't
 afford the 
price. 
Of the 
several public
 alternatives
 available to 
cure your 
financial
 worries, few 
offer  a great 
deal
 of consolation 
to a majority 
of 
students. 
There are 
established 
finance
 companies
 in the area 
whose 
primary 
function
 is to deal 
with automobile
-related 
loans.  
Banks and
 savings and loans
 also offer 
personal
 loans as high 
as 
$20,000  to the 
interested  
individual
 looking 
for  a car. 
In addition, 
many  new and 
used  automobile 
dealers  have 
established their
 own finance 
departments  to help 
those  who may 
not be able to 
meet the requirements
 of the banks, 
savings
 and 
loans and finance companies. 
But 
all of these public 
organizations
 have a list of 
requirements  
which would totally exclude
 the average SJSU student 
from  their 
services.
 
"The 
greatest  thing students can do in 
this
 situation is to have 
either their parents or a financially 
established
 friend co-sign the 
loan so that the students don't have to worry about it," Jerry
 Todd, 
loan officer 
for  the Santa Clara branch of Security Pacific National 
Bank
 said. 
A co-signed loan places the 
financial responsibility for the 
monthly payment in the hands of the student while the collateral 
used in the loan by the parent or friend helps lower the 
monthly
 
interest rates to 
within the 14 to 18 percent range. 
"If you're able to pass all the requirements for the loan from a 
finance company , bank or dealer, Todd said, "you are going to still  
have to pay 20 to 25 percent interest on it. It just is not worth it." 
Another approach to obtaining a loan, if the student is em-
ployed, is to go through the company the student works for. Many 
companies include in their employee fringe benefits a credit union, 
which essentially 
serves  as a private lending service to employees. 
It 
is best for
 students
 to 
have
 loans 
co-signed  
by
 their 
parents  or 
friends  
"Credit unions 
usually
 charge at the most about eight 
percent
 
interest these days," Tina 
George, loan officer for Bank of America,
 
said. "But they usually are only found in 
the larger corporations 
such as I,ockheed or Fairchild." 
George said the other alternatives, though,
 contain more 
stringent
 requirements for the potential loan
 customer. Todd 
agrees. 
"No matter where you go, no matter 
who  you approach, you will 
always have to prove three things 
before you will be allowed to take 
out a loan," 
Todd
 said. 
"You need to have 
willingness, ability and stability." 
Todd defined
 willingness in terms of having an established 
credit
 rating. 
Ability is defined by Todd as the principal means one would use 
to fulfill the monthly loan payments, usually meaning a full-time 
job. Earning at least $600 a month is usually a necessity, Todd 
said. 
Stability is viewed as the length of time the individual has lived 
in the area. In order to obtain a loan, Todd said one has to have 
lived in the area for at least five years. 
The loan officer then decides if the amount one earns is well 
above the amount one has to pay each month so that the individual 
is able to pay back the loan. The average amount of income over the 
amount one pays in monthly bills must 
usually
 be at least a 60/40 
ratio. 
And those three requirements, which are generally 
accepted  as 
the framework in providing loans from the various financial 
organizations, automatically exclude a 
majority  of students looking 
for finance for a car. 
Car repair 
laws virtually  unknown 
by Ron Lazzarotti 
No 
matter  how ad-
vanced and 
sophisticated  
today's cars seem,
 they are 
still subject
 to malfunc-
tions and 
breakdown.  
Until 
people
 are more 
aware of the maze
 of wire, 
rubber and 
metal  that 
lurks  beneath the 
hood, car 
owners  must 
trust  auto 
mechanics when 
it comes 
to repair work. 
However,
 a good many 
people are not even 
aware 
of their rights concerning
 
auto repairs,
 according to 
Joe Burch of 
the San Jose 
district office of the
 Bureau 
of Automotive 
Repair.
 
"But
 we're working 
on this. 
We go out and speak to 
colleges and 
groups 
whenever we are asked." 
There are certain 
laws
 
governing the 
practices  of 
auto repair
 shops to keep 
the 
unknowing
 consumers 
from being taken ad-
vantage
 of. 
The 
California 
Automotive Repair Act 
requires all California auto 
shops to be registered with 
the Department of Con-
sumer Affairs. Every shop 
must
 post a sign saying so, 
and consumers should look 
for this sign 
when they take 
their cars in to be repaired. 
Repair shops are also 
required by law to give 
written estimates before 
repair work 
is started, 
including  the total 
estimated cost of parts and 
labor for a specific repair 
job, not including 
sales tax. 
You should receive the 
written estimate before 
work
 is started. No work 
should be done 
until  you 
have received an 
estimate 
and have 
authorized  the 
repairs.  
New 
regulations  
require  the customer's 
signature as authorization 
for 
repairs.
 Oral 
authorization is acceptable 
only under certain cir-
cumstances, and 
must be 
noted by the dealer on the 
work order. 
If the
 repair shop finds 
that more work is 
necessary  than originally 
agreed upon, the shop has 
to 
contact you and let you 
know what the additional
 
work is going to cost before 
proceeding.  
As a consumer, you 
also 
have  the right to have 
replaced parts returned to 
you, unless a warranty 
agreement requires that 
they be returned to the 
manufacturer or 
distributor. Even then, you 
are entitled to see the 
replaced parts. 
At the time the bill is 
paid, the shop 
must give 
you an invoice noting all 
repair work, stating 
whether 
new,  rebuilt or 
reconditioned parts were 
used and 
identifying  the 
mechanic who did the 
work.  
Above all, the shop 
must post a sign listing the 
consumers' rights. 
A problem
 many 
people have is 
selecting
 a 
repair shop, but there are 
some things to look 
for 
when you go looking. 
Check the 
reputation of 
the shop you 
are  con-
sidering. 
Consult  your 
friends
 and neighbors and 
check with
 your local 
consumer
 office. 
It is also a good idea to 
check the 
facilities:  doe 
the shop appear
 wt 
equipped,
 clean an 
organized? 
If you are 
unfamiliar 
with local shops,
 it is also to 
your 
advantage
 to get 
opinions from more than 
one shop. 
If for some reason you 
have a complaint, discuss 
the 
problem  with the 
repair
 
shop. If necessary, talk 
with the shop 
manager
 or 
owner. 
According  to the 
National Highway
 Traffic 
Safety Administration,
 
millions of dollars are 
wasted on poor, needless, 
and fraudulent auto 
repairs. 
Each year the Bureau 
of Automotive Repair 
receives about 100,000 calls 
on their toll free line with 
questions or complaints. 
If you feel you 
have 
been 
dealt with unfairly, 
contact your
 local 
con-
sumer
 office 
or
 Better 
Busines
 
Bureau.
 
The 
San Jose 
office  of 
the 
Bureau  of 
Automotive  
Repair is 
at 20 Harold
 Ave., 
San  Jose,
 95117. 
Their 
phone  
number
 is 
277-1860.
 
The  toll 
free
 number
 of 
the Bureau 
of Automotivi
 
Repair  is 
800-952-5210.
 
The 
Better 
Business
 
Bureau  is 
located 
at
 1153 
I,incoln
 
Ave.,  San
 Jose.
 
Their  phone
 
number
 is 
298-
5880. 
Do you 
have  trouble distinguishing 
between your carbureator 
or 
distributor? Can't 
figure out which key 
starts
 the car and which one
 opens 
the truck? 
Well, 
things may not be that bad, but 
working
 on your car can get 
complicated, and there are 
some things you can do on your
 own. 
One easy job anyone 
can do is inspect the battery. 
Check the fluid level, 
the cables for 
cracks
 and splits and the battery
 terminaLs for corrosion. 
If 
the terminals are corroded, use
 a mixture of water and baking
 soda 
with a 
nylon  brush to scrub  
them.  If 
the fluid 
level
 is low just add
 water, and 
if the cables are split or cracked, replace them. 
Another inspection you can 
make is on the belts. The 
fan,  water pump, 
alternator, air 
conditioner,
 power steering and 
emission -control air pump 
all
 
depend 
on belts. 
Check  the tension for each belt 
when
 the engine is off by pressing 
your  
thumb
 down in the middle of the belt. If it 
yields
 
more  than 1i9 inch,
 tighten it 
or have it 
checked. 
Another
 way to check
 the belts is to 
observe  
them while the car is run-
ning If they 
seem to flap or wobble, the 
tension
 is off. Also check the un-
derside and
 top of each belt periodically for frays and 
cracks.
 
Using a tire 
pressure gauge, check the air pressure about
 every two 
weeks.
 Look 
on
 the 
tires for proper air pressure and 
check  tires 
when
 
they  
are cold. 
Never check after a long drive 
because  the 
heat 
causes 
the 
air
 to 
expand. 
To check tread 
wear,  
measure
 depth 
by using a 
dime.  The 
tread
 
should
 
cover the date on the 
coin. 
You  
can  also checks the tires for 
unev.9
 
tread
 
wear. 
If
 the tires 
are  worn
 
more
 on the inside or outside, 
the 
wheels
 
may 
have
 to be aligned
 or the tires 
may need to 
be
 balanced. 
Using your owner's 
manual
 as a guide. you can 
easily  
check
 the
 oil
 
level  
in 
your
 car. 
Locate the crankcase 
and dip stick.
 Remove the dip stick,
 
wipe
 
it 
clean,  
then re-insert it all the way in the crankcase. The 
dipstick  
has 
markings
 
that 
indicate 
the  oil level. 
Checking  and cleaning the air 
filter is another 
simple
 
task 
that
 
can
 be 
done in short time. 
Remove the wing nut 
on
 top of the air filter and 
remove  the 
filter.
 
Using 
a flashlight,
 see if light can 
be
 seen 
all the way 
through,  
if not 
the
 
filter 
should be 
replaced.  
The filter can be 
cleaned
 temporarily by tapping 
it on 
the
 
ground
 
and  
rotating it slowly. This shakes the dirt loose from the element. 
sports
 
Spartans
 
try  
again  
tonight against 
Montana  
by
 Roger 
Meyers  
TUCSON, Ariz. -It was the same old song. 
Like many times over the past two years 
when
 they 
struggled to 8-19 and
 7-20 seasons, the Spartans blew a 
basketball game they should have won in the final minute 
here Monday night. 
In the Arizona Wildcats' lair - McKale Center's 10,409 
raving fanatics - SJSU crept to within a point at 69-68 on 
two Steve Swarbrick free throws
 with 2:37 remaining. 
Arizona, picked 
to challenge UCLA for the Pacific -10 
crown, 
promptly  went into a stall, running
 the clock down 
to :17 before Sid Williams fouled the 'Cats  Paul Smith. 
Williams fouled out with a game-high 19 points. 
But Smith hit only the first of a one -and -one
 free throw 
situation to keep SJSU's 
overtime  hopes alive. 
When the Spartans got the ball in the forecourt, Berry 
called time-out. In the huddle he designed a play for Doug 
Murray to get 
an open jumper off a double -screen. 
Mike Mendez's
 inbound pass was to go to guard Ed 
Saunders. But Saunders was 
covered
 so Mendez went to 
Wally Rank, 
who  had 16 points. 
Rank, coming to 
the ball, had beaten his man,  Mike 
Zeno. But the ball popped loose, Zeno got it and, falling out 
of bounds, slammed it off Rank's leg to kill the Spartans' 
chance. 
"I wasn't expecting the ball," said Rank, the second 
option on the pass. "I looked up before I caught it to find a 
place to shoot and I fumbled it." 
After Arizona inbounded, Stretch Graham fouled 
Basketball
 
team  home 
Smith, who buried both free throws 
to ice the game with 
seven  seconds left. 
Mendez hit a meaningless lay -in 
at the buzzer for the 
final 72-70 margin as Berry lost his 
first  game as Spartan 
coach. Both teams evened their 
records at 1-1. 
Although Rank's mishap buried the Spartans, 
it
 was 
in a grave they had dug themselves by committing 
18 
turnovers,
 including a rash of second -half traveling 
charges at crucial times. 
Afterwards,
 Arizona 
coach  Fred 
Snowden
 explained
 
why his 
15-point favorite 
'Cats lost an 
early  11 -point lead 
and had 
to claw back 
from a four
-point  
deficit.
 
"They 
controlled  the tempo," 
Snowden
 said. "In the 
first half we 
handled
 their 2-3) zone 
very well. In the 
second we didn't,
 mainly because we 
didn't  go inside." 
Arizona's Joe 
Nehls, who averaged 
19.1  a year ago, hit 
on only four 
of 10 shots for nine points.
 John Smith and 
Frank Smith 
led the 'Cats with 
13 points apiece. 
Early on it appeared 
Arizona might blow 
SJSU away. 
After a Williams deep corner 
bomb knotted the score 
at 
22 
nine  
minutes  into the contest, the 
Cats  went on a 13-2 
scoring 
binge  and opened 
a 35-24 lead. 
But  SJSU refused 
to
 fold. By the half 
the Spartans had 
closed
 to within six. 
Rank and power
-forward Mickey 
Jackson went to 
following
 
tough  
loss
 
work inside in the second half, combining for 16 of the 
Spartans'  first 22 points. 
SJSU 
caught  Arizona at 60 on a Rank turn -around in 
the lane and took the lead on the same play as 
Jackson  
was fouled underneath by Frank Smith. Jackson con-
verted both ends of the ensuing one-and -one. 
Jackson then stole a pass and moments later Saun-
ders caught the 'Cats' zone napping and scored on a drive
 
for a 64-60 lead with 7:35 left. 
But mistakes took their toll down the stretch as SJSU 
was outscored from 
there 12-6. 
"We gave a great effort," a dejected Berry said af-
terward. 
"We  played well enough to win but mental 
mistakes  and turnovers made the 
difference." 
Berry 
took  no solace in losing by only two rather than 
the 
predicted 15 points. 
"I don't believe in moral victories," 
the former 
Michigan State assistant said. "It was just a two-point loss 
and I told the kids that against Montana 
Wednesday
 we'll 
come out with everything we've got." 
Tonight SJSU entertains the Grizzlies at Civic 
Auditorium in the 7:30 tip-off. 
Montana is also corning off a close loss, a 44-43 heart -
stopper at Air Force Monday night. 
The Grizzlies, now 2-1, are led by 6-9 junior
 forwards 
Macfarlane
 field 
hockey  
team's
 MVP 
First team All-
American Pommy Mac-
farlane has been named the 
Most Valuable Player of 
the SJSU women's field 
hockey team 
by the 
Spartan 
Daily. 
As a junior this season, 
the 28 -year -old South 
African td the Spartans in 
scoring for the third 
straight year, running her 
SJSU career total to 55 
goals. 
She dropped in scoring 
from 22 goals in 20 games 
last year to 13 goals in 18 
games this season, but the 
Spartan co-captain still
 had 
almost
 one-third of her 
team's 42 
tallies.  
Considering her 
position, centerback, it's 
quite a feat that she's been 
the Spartans' 
perrenial 
leading 
scorer.
 The cen-
terback
 is normally more 
of a defensive player than a 
scorer.
 
But the 5-8 Macfarlane 
does the job at both ends of 
the field. 
Most  of her 
goals 
this season came on 
her 
Pommy
 
Macfarlane  
patented 16-yard smashes 
from the top of the circle, 
the point where goals are 
attempted on penalty -
corner plays. 
Macfarlane,
 a radio-
television major, came to 
the United States in the 
Get the 
edge!  Prepare 
to take the 
GRE 
Graduate
 Record 
Exam 
s 
19_F,,b.
 16,
 14.80
 
13 &assroom Bldg 110. 
SJSU  
campus
 
Total COSI 
a $60 including materials
 
For further informstions 
Office of 
Continuing
 
Education
 
Journalism Classroom Bldg 1368 
San Jose State  
Universit,
 
San Jose, 
CA 95192 
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San Jose State University
 
ED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOAR 
JOSE STATE UNIVERSTTY
 
From
 the 
wondrous bestseller... 
Of exile and 
flight. 
Of heroism
 and 
cowardice.  
Of allegiance
 and tyranny.
 
Of
 love and battle. 
The story 
of
 a hand of 
adventurers
 who 
faced  
obedience and 
death. 
Or rebellion 
- 
and 
survival..
 
perhaps. 
OW/L5 
MARTIN 
ROSEN'S 
PRODUCTION
 OF 
RICHARD  
ADAMS'S  
"WATERSHIP 
DOWN"  
AgE 
A960 
EMBASSY
 
fIL711.18E.S.
 
TONIGHT!
 
7&10pm
 
Student Union
 Ballroom 
EV_LN7 
s-rt  
All-American
 
summer 
of 1976 
from her 
native 
town 
of Bed-
fordview,
 South 
Africa, 
just 
outside  
of Johan-
nesburg.
 
She 
planned
 to stay
 for 
only a 
couple 
of months
 
while 
coaching  
at
 various 
hockey
 camps.
 But, 
after  a 
friend's recommendation, 
she decided to stay. 
She 
knew SJSU specialized in 
broadcast journalism and 
that the university
 had a 
good field hockey
 team, a 
sport she started
 playing 
when she 
was  10. 
In her three seasons, 
the Spartans have finished 
fourth, third and, just last 
week, tied for 
seventh,  in 
the 
nation.  
The only 
obstacle  that 
will 
keep  her 
out of 
Olympic  
competition
 is 
that she's
 not a 
United 
States
 citizen.
 
But  that 
doesn't  
bother
 
Macfarlane.  Her 
dream is 
to lead the
 Spartans
 to the 
national  
championship
 
next 
year in 
her final
 
season.
 
An Evening of 
Fashions
 
in Honor 
of
 
IOLA WILLIAMS 
Councilwoman 
Sunday, December 9, 1979 
4:00pm - 6:00pm 
Student Union Ballroom, SJSU 
Presented by 
Afro-American  Studies Department, SJSU 
and 
Black 
Professional Men of San Jose 
Donations: 
$7.00  Adults / 
$3.50 
Students
 
For ticket information call: 277-2721 
You
 
are
 
cordially
 
invited
 
to
 
do
 
sornething
 
about
 
the
 
energy
 
problem.
 
Naturally, no one person is going 
to 
"solve"  the energy problem 
singlehandedly, it's going to take a 
lot 
of concerned people, working 
together, to evertbegin to solve the 
problems  of fuel 
conservation,  
wildlife 
preservation, recycling, 
smog -free rapid 
transit,  fume 
incineration  and water purification. 
The thing is...as 
concerned
 as 
we are about 
these problems, and 
others, at 
PG&E  we don't think 
"concern" is enough. 
The  concern 
has to 
motivate  action. And that's 
what we're coming to grips with. 
I lere-and-now, how-to realities. 
So, if you're a "how-to" person, 
a 
person who's more than an ideal-
istic
 abstractionist, there may be 
an 
opportunity  for you
 with us to 
work
 toward solutions
 to problems 
that
 concern 
you.
 
Sure, we've 
got  the establishment 
benefits that 
make life a little 
easier
 
to cope with, 
like good pay and 
employee
 benefits. But we've also 
got the 
things
 that make life worth 
living. 
Realistic  challenges.
 
If you're a graduating 
civil, elec-
trical or mechanical 
engineer,  and 
you've never thought 
about  working 
for (and/or with) us 
before,
 give 
us a thought. Send your 
resume  
to John Clemson 
at
 PG&E's Pro-
fessional Employment
 Office, 
245 Market 
Street,
 San Francisco, 
CA 94106.
 FIP 111G, 
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Marty 
Green  I 13.5 points,  5.5 
rebounds
 ) and Rod Brandon 
111.5, 
6.5)
 and 6-2 
senior guard Tim 
McCauley
 111.5, 5 
assists). 
Last year Montana, in 
coach Mike Montgomery's
 
initial 
season,
 was 14-13, 7-7 
and fourth in the Big 
Sky 
Conference. 
A key freshman 
has been 6-11 center 
Craig Larsen, 
forced into
 action because 
returning  second -team 
All -Big 
Sky center 
John
 Stroeder is out 
until at least Dec. 
15 with 
strained
 knee 
ligaments.  
But Larsen has
 an ankle sprain 
and  is questionable 
for 
tonight's tilt. If 
he
 is unable to answer
 the bell, 6-7 
junior  
Tim Knight
 110 points, 6 rebounds I 
will  start at center. 
Montana's
 probable 
starting
 five is Green
 and Bran-
don  up front, 6-2 
junior  guard 
Blaine
 Taylor (6.5 
assists  
and 6-6 
junior Craig 
Zeanon
 8.8 points) 
on top and either 
Larsen or 
Knight  in the 
middle. 
STYLE
 
CENTER
 
35%off
 
all  
services
 
men
 & 
women
 
Texturizer  or bodywave 
(includes  
conditioner
 
and  
cut)
 
Reg. $50,
 now $32.40 
Wash, 
Cut & Blow Dry
 
Reg. $20,
 now
 
$13 
35% discount
 
available
 
w/ad  
or valid
 
student
 
ID.  
17 
74
 HESTER
 AV. 
SAN 
JOSE CALIF. 
'94-t525
 
Eat
 
IMPORTED 
ECONOMY 
IMPORTS.
 
CAR PARTS 
Intersection  of 
S. 1st and S. 
Market  
998-5060  
BOSCH  
Students stop by and 
up 15% discount card 
Free Customer Parking 
Esusi  
pick 
Plenty 
of 
GARBAGE
 
AND  WE 
KNOW
 WHAT
 TO 
DO
 WITH
 IT! 
Already
 this 
semester  
we've  
recycled:
 
44,000  lbs 
of glass
 
769 
lbs 
of
 
aluminum
 
31,000 lbs of 
newspaper 
400  lbs of tin 
4,000 lbs of 
cardboard
 
over  
200 
gallons  
of
 motor
 
oil 
YOU
 CAN HELP  
US: 
Expand
 into 
neighborhood  
apt.  complexes
 
Expand into
 heavy metals 
EXPAND,
 EXPAND, 
EXPAND! 
Sign 
up for the 
class,  E.S. 
193, for 1 
or
 2 
credits,  
depending
 on 
how much 
time you 
want to 
put in. 
We
 want 
your
 ideas 
and  help 
in 
seeing 
them
 through.
 We're 
student run
  
and 
funded
 by 
Associated  
Students.
 For 
more 
information
 call 
Tom  C. at 
293-5603 
..,  
and 
leave  a 
message.  
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SPARTAN
 GARDENS
 
RECYCLING
 CENTER 
, 
S. 7th and 
Hu
 nboldt 
Near Spartan  Stadium
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sports
 
A 
marriage
 
made
 
in 
SJSU's
 
hoop  
heaven
 
by 
Dave
 
Kellogg
 
Basketball
 
rarely  
makes
 up 
a large
 part
 of a 
marriage,
 but 
for 
SJSU's  
Mr.  
and  
Mrs.  
Swarbrick,
 
basketball
 
is an 
important
 
part 
of their
 
relationship.
 
On August 18, 
Steve
 
Swarbrick,
 a 
6-9 
center  for 
SJSU, 
and 
Teri
 
Palmer,
 a 
6-0  
forward
 for 
the  
Spartan
 
women, 
married 
to become
 
one of 
the 
few,
 if 
not  the 
only,
 
basketball  
playing
 
couples  in the 
nation.  
"Some 
people  said it 
was 
hard  enough 
being 
married
 and 
going  to 
school 
at the same
 time 
and with 
both of us 
playing
 
it would
 be nearly im-
possible," Steve 
said. "So 
far I haven't
 found it to be 
all 
that  tough though.
 It's 
been going 
very smoothly 
in fact." 
One 
reason it may be 
going
 so smoothly 
is the 
remarkable
 
amount  
of
 
similarities  between
 Steve 
and Teri. 
Both are 
rather  sof t -
spoken 
individuals
 off the 
court, who seem
 to typify 
the expression 
"California  
Mellow." 
Being 
extraordinarily  
tall and of 
light com-
plexion, the 
couple  is often 
mistaken  as 
brother
 and 
sister,
 something Steve
 will 
playfully 
admit to 
inquiring 
strangers, 
a 
ccording
 to 
Teri.  
Those 
similarities
 
don't just apply
 off the 
court,
 but on the court
 as 
well. 
"Neither one 
is flashy, 
they're 
both strong
 fun-
damentally,"  
women's  
coach 
Sharon 
Chatman
 
said. 
"The  best way 
to
 
describe
 them is solid and 
consistent."
 
"Chat 
says  I do a 
lot of 
things
 on the court
 like 
Steve. 
I guess it 
comes 
from 
watching him play
 so 
much."  'reri 
said. 
Watureeellilless
 
',tomb
 by P.bil Chubb
 
Husband
 
Steve  
It may 
also  come 
from
 
the fact that
 both try to 
help  each other 
out with 
advice 
and pointers about
 
their games. 
"If she's in a 
slump I'll 
give  her some 
advice,"  
Steve 
said. "But 
like 
anything 
else, the best 
thing I can give
 her is a lot 
of encouragement
 and 
respect."
 
Because
 the 
Swar-
bricks 
know
 each other so 
well, 
they
 often disagree 
with 
coaches about how
 
their 
mate
 is being used 
"I know what Steve
 
can do,
 and how he should
 
be 
used,"  Teri said. 
"Last  
year
 I didn't think 
they 
utilized  him effectively."
 
"It's 
important
 to 
remember though
 that the 
coach is still 
the coach, 
right or 
wrong,"  Steve 
said.  "You don't want 
to
 be 
caught
 in a conflict with
 
him 
or her." 
Both 
being in-
tercollegiate
 athletes,
 the 
Swarbricks 
also  seem to 
have a 
better
 than 
average  
understanding
 
of
 each  
Spartans
 
to 
wrestle
 
with 
S.F.  
State 
by Ron 
Lazzarotti 
After 
finishing  
in sixth 
place
 in 
last
 
weekend's
 
Murnby  
Invitational  
hosted 
by
 SJSU, 
the  San 
Francisco  
State 
Gators  look 
to
 be out 
for revenge
 in 
tonight's  
wrestling 
meet 
with  the 
Spartans 
at 7:30 in 
Spartan 
Gym. 
Over
 the 
weekend,
 the 
Spartans 
won the
 tour-
nament 
finishing 
43
 points 
ahead 
of
 the 
Gators.
 
However,
 San 
Fran-
cisco State 
will be 
anything
 
but 
a pushover
 in tonight's
 
confrontation. 
"I've 
heard  from 
different people 
that  they 
will knock us 
off," SJSU 
coach T.J. 
Kerr  said. 
"They think 
they'll knock 
us off too. 
"In the past, they hav, 
gotten up for the dual
 meet 
after not doing that
 well in 
the tournament," 
Kerr 
added.  "It will be a 
real
 
good fight." 
In last 
year's
 meet, 
the  
Spartans ended up on 
top
 
.4 
A 
441EIR  
tiE 
3441 
Night  
Laurence 
CIIIVIer
 in 
2 haunting chi's.,
 
WUTHERING 
HEIGHTS 
.1,0 
REBECCA
 
mu,, 
Son
 
lisle 
FIPRIIPIP  
Loill 
AMNE ND 
BETWEEN
 
PRIPH,1 
WOMEN 
New
 
Film
 
Schedule
 
Aneilo: 
,e in the 
Student
 Union 
a close 26-17 decision. 
The two matches that 
look to be most competitive 
are the 142 and 190 -pound
 
divisions, according 
to 
Kerr.  
In 142-s 
last Saturday, 
SJSU's Dennis 
McDowell  
beat San Francisco State's 
John Monolakis, but past 
records can be thrown out 
for tonight's match. 
Monolakis is the 
defending 
Far  Western 
Conference
 Champion at 
134's, but moved up to 142's 
this year. He was also a 
United States represen-
tative in the Junior World 
Greco Roman Cham-
pionships in Sweden. 
"Monolakis  
is good, 
but 
Dennis  is getting
 better 
every  time he gets 
on the 
mat,"  Kerr said. "Each 
hour he puts in 
he gets 
better." 
The other match where 
revenge will be a 
key is in 
the 190
-pound  division. 
In Saturday's com-
petition, SJSU's 
Ken Klein 
beat SJSU's 
Lars
 Jensen in 
the finals 
and took first 
place 
while  Jensen finished 
third. 
Kerr plans on 
weighing  
in both his 190 -pound 
wrestlers, 
Klein and 
freshman 
Jerry Morrison, 
but will
 most likely go with 
Klein.
 
-Morrison is more 
methodical and straight in 
his 
approach," Kerr 
noted, 
"but he needs a 
little more 
technique. 
"Klein's got all that 
FREE
 
111117, 
,S,IS 
25,1122! 
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SAN JOSE 
STATE 
UNIVERSITY  
International
 
Students:
 
Where do you 
stand?
 
In view of 
recent
 developments
 
involving  international
 
students.  
the ' sociated Students of  San 
.ose  State 
are
 
concerned
 about 
the 
-toin 
and the 
implications.  
A 
mr 
ip 
on
 international
 student's legal rights
 and 
responsibili-
 e 
held
 
on 
Thursday
 Dec.
 6 
at 
1:00
 p.m. in the 
Student 
.coll Ballroom.
 Among the topics
 to be discussed 
during
 the 
two 
.our workshop will be: 
 
4nration
 Laws 
'Innal 
Rights  
ate Unive 
,y 
Rcgoi.,,
 
is 
.rts
 
nand
 to answer your 
questions
 
atter
 I a large 
-tient
 of the
 San Jose
 State 
University
 
community  
a 
eing
 
pre inted by your Associated
 
Student.
 
serving 
studer
 
 by bringing 
in the 
experts. 
getting
 
ugc 
cer 
with them,
 
and 
clearing the
 air. 
funky 
stuff  that drives 
coaches nuts," Kerr added, 
-but he's winning." 
One other match that 
could prove to be 
in-
teresting is 
in the 158 -pound 
division, where 
SJSU's  
Reggie Thompson and 
SJSU's Mike DeNatale 
finished third and fourth in 
the tournament. 
.ther.
 
"We both 
know
 what it 
is like to 
win and lose 
so
 
this 
gives  us more 
of
 an 
insight of what to say
 after 
a game
 and what 
not  to 
say," 
Teri said. 
"We 
respect each 
other's
 
feelings
 more because 
we've both felt 
them 
before. 
"At 
first,
 Steve 
wouldn't
 tell me his true 
feelings, 
that is until he 
realized! understood." 
Fittingly, the Swan -
bricks first saw each other
 
when they 
were playing 
basketball, and 
after a 
time 
began working 
out 
together. 
"We 
were  both 
working toward
 a common 
goal of becoming
 better 
basketball  
players,"
 Steve 
said.
 
"Ten's
 
workouts 
were
 a lot more
 intense 
than a 
lot of men's."
 
This intensity 
added  an 
attraction
 to 
Teri.  
"She didn't put
 any 
restrictions  on 
herself. 
Whatever
 she wanted 
to
 do 
she 
did, from 
horseback 
riding
 to basketball," 
Steve  
said. 
Although 
they don't 
like 
to
 admit it, 
there  is a 
bit of 
a rivalry 
between  the 
Scribe
 
Secretarial  Service 
Automatic Typing 
means dollar savings for
 
you with 
fast error free 
copy 
ONE  
DAY
 
SERVICE
 
typing  all kinds 
term
 papers
 
reports
 instant
 revisions. 
statistical 
technical  typing 
361 
April  Way 
Campbell,
 Ca 95008 
(408)
 371-6672 
n I I 
if 
NI',  PM CRAM th 
/Aid
 
\ sl 511 NI\ I F2,41 \   
ASSOCIATED
 
STUDENT
 PROGRAM
 
BOARD  
presents
 
Vince
 Gagliano
 
Coordinator  
of the 
Lifers'  Group
 
at Rahway
 State 
Prison  
TODAY!
 
12:30
 pm Student 
Union  
Ballroom
 
Award  winning 
film
 
will  
be
 shown:
 
SCARED 
STRAIGHT
 
plus
 
Discussion  
of the 
LIFERS'  
GROUP  
FREE!
 
 NNI
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CI! N1 1 I k,   
two. 
"It's a 
playful 
rivalry, 
nothing 
serious," 
Steve  
said. 
However,
 a 
rivalry  
nonetheless. 
"A 
few months 
ago  we 
went for 
a jog. I had
 been 
working
 out and 
Steve  
hadn't,
 but he still 
had  to 
beat 
me,"  Terri 
said.
 "He 
was dying
 but he still
 had to 
beat 
me." 
While Teri 
isn't afraid 
to compete
 with anyone, 
both 
Swarbricks  are 
quick
 
to say that it 
doesn't make 
her any less feminine.
 
"Lots of women 
can go 
out and play
 real 
aggressive  basketball and 
then come off the court and 
December 
5. 1979 
be feminine,"
 Teri said. 
"Aggressiveness doesn't 
hurt
 feminity." 
Although things 
seem 
to be going very 
smoothly 
for the 
Swarbricks  right 
now, at 
this
 time last 
year  
things
 were considerably 
worse.  
Because she wanted to 
get out of the area Teri 
transferred 
to Fullerton 
State. At Fullerton, Teri 
sat the bench with an in-
jury on a losing team. 
Steve was also sitting 
on the bench for a losing 
team. 
"I figured if we made it 
through that year we could 
make it through anything," 
Steve said. 
gr 
AIM  
Term paper
 got you 
down?  
There's help "2"
 blocks away 
immthl rental 
ease mliii lia,e1)1.1n Repair Service 
SAN 
JOSE  
TYPEWRITER
 
CO.  
279-1000  
24
 
S.
 
'Ind
 
St.
 
mil
 
Mb
 
IIP 
"JEWELS
 for
 
JOGGERS"
 
"His"
 
14 K 
Yellow Gold 
with 
 
Saggshirers.
 or 
Emeralds.
 
with
 
Diamonds...
 
PHONE
 & 
MAI
 
(add 
$4.50  
Rabies.
 $85,.$95
 
*200 
L ORDERS
 WL LLOML 
for 
postage & 
handling)  
(408)
 265-0445 
JEWELERS,
 INC. 
ALMADEN PLAZA
  SAN JOSE, CA 
95115 
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SKI CLUB'S 
SPECIAL  ASPEN 
MEETING  
on T   
November 20 
at
 7.30 p.m in 
E ngineering 132. 5101 
or the 
balance is due
 Come out
 and
 
futar the 
latest  and meet 
the 
P.pl,
 
who 
will 
Ina. 
ASP.  
Rockf Next 
Tailgate  Party is 
Friday Noy 16 all,00. Who Ise 
Rodlt/  
bring  
You
 
these fantastic 
events
 
except  Me
 people
 who 
care.. SKI CLUS. Jul 2642329 
 II 
MKS,  
yearbooks 
and world 
series
 
programs,  
aulogrphs,  ttttt es, 
spats memorabilia. 
QUICK 
CASH. S. 
Dr. Lapin, Bus. 
Tower 763, or 
.11137-0111.  
MOVING- 
and
 NIts-109.
 I have 
Small
 ttttt ed truck
 and will do 
411.0ets
 
of lobs Call 
ROY.?
 2/1 
6011. 
STUDENT
 dental plan. 
Take  
care of 
your
 mouth 
-.0,011  
Now. I nforniatlen at 
A.S.  
Office, or call 3114811. 
  closure and 
exercise.  
All ages,
 
all
 levels.   
attention,  detailed 
instruction.  
School of Ballet Arts.
 Call 216-
6111 or 11111416. 
YOGA 
meditation.
 
D.
 and 
night cl  . 
Emphasis will 
be 
directed  toward 
relaxing
 our 
body and 
mind.  We will use 
our 
breath as a 
tool  to rest 
our 
minds,  emotions and 
tensions.  
Students
 
with  ID. receive SO 
  off/mo Non -students, 
410/mis   Please
 call 212.4359 
or 
213-3641. 
SPARTAN Gardens Recycling 
Center  is open 
this semester
 
Wed., 
10,2 p.m., and Sat. 
and 
Sun.,  eit p.m. We 
take 
newspaper,  cardboard,
 
91.s, 
aluminum
 
and tin cans, (please 
flatten)
 and now 
motor oil. 
We're across 
from Spartan
 
Stadium  
on the corner 
of S. 7111 
and 
Hun.. sts.
 Bring your 
recyclables  and 
come
 out and 
support us. 
Volunteers welcome. 
GIVE
 EN 
gift
 
only
 you 
can
 give 
le someone 
you 
love,  a 
beautiful
 
award  
winning  portrait
 by 
Jelin.  
Call
 
John 
01 441-22.0
 
SJSU 
COUNSELING
 SER-
VICES, Available
 10 011 students 
who would like 
help with 
vocational,  
personal
 or 
academic 
concerns.
 Come see 
us in our new office. Room 123, 
Admini  ion 
Builelmg. 
Ill?
 
and San 
Fernando.  Call 277-2964. 
SNOW PLAKE, 
If you knew 
what I mean.
 Outrageous cut-
ting surfaces of 
Brasillan  Agate. 
Rock hard, 
Much  harder than 
glass and 
beautiful.  Fantasy 
Faire. Main floor
 at doors north 
of control desk.
 
POE  A 
GENTLE FRIDAY 
E VENING, 
join
 Roe and 
friends
 
for massage 
and hot tub
 on 1st 
and 
3rd 
Fridays
 A 
safe place, 
these 
candlelit  
evenings
 of 
music 
and valley 
views  
area
 
delightful,
 almost 
nonverbal  
way 
to unwind. 
Limited
 to the 
first six men 
and six women 
who 
call
 to rrrrrrr 356.0086 
after 5 
pm.
 
INTERESTED  in 
outdoor ad 
venture0
 Come
 lo the  
SJSU 
sierra 
Club  meeting every Tues 
night 
at
 7,30 in the 
S.0 
Guadalupe
 
Ram fistra
 
are
 
some corning 
attractions!  On 
Nov. 6 a 
talk  will be 
given
 on 
"The Fight for Lake Canoe 
"On 
Noy.  
IS,
 a 
bicycle
 trip through
 
Napa 
Valley's
 Vineyards
 
and 
Nov. le 
a trip to Point 
Reyes.  
Any apses or ,010 Call Greg at 
zIN-1154. 
--
REVISING.  
editing,  
Organiling  
manuscripts,
 
reports, 
term
 
ppers,  
also 
tict,00
 
con  
sultation Call Dave at 
247-6217, 
Own. 
1415) 
373-7435.  
Call 
collect 
GSU: Gay Student
 Union
 is a 
supportive 
organization  for 
lesbians and 
say  men
 M 
sociable  and  ex..ss
 their 
gayness. 
We
 meet every 
Thursday, usually in the 
S U 
Guadalupe Room
 at 
I 
P.. 
Please come and share. 
Our 
schedule 
for November and 
December is 
11/1S  is Movie 
night, 11/22, 
Thanksgiving,  no 
meeting, 1119, Carla, singing 
cot  inment, 
12/6,  dance. 
12/13, Christmas party and last 
scheduled 
meeting. Lesbian 
caucus meets Wednesdays at 
7:30
 
pm -
 
at
 the WOrnens Center. 
For more 
information,  call 27? -
GAYS. 
LOOKING
 for a special X was 
gift? Buy the 
SJSU Associates 
Cookbook "Easy and Elegant" 
and help the Scholarship Fund. 
Give I I as  gift
 buy 
another for 
Yourself.
 The recipes are faculty 
wives' lavootes and  are superb! 
S5.00 plus 
tax at the
 Spartan 
Boo  
. Gill 
....ow-
uknnotive
 
RECAPS
 51.11, 13 
series
 small 
Lifetime
 Guarantee 83 series
 
large,
 512.. Radial,
 70 series 
recaps, 
and  Mud and 
Snow,
 
$16...  E. used 
tires,  56. THE 
TIRE 
MARKET, (Discount
 Tire 
Warehouse),
 Dell and Sun
 
nyoaks Ave , 
Campbell.  Call 371 
0610. 
MECHANIC  housecalls.
 Tune. 
up, oil 
change,
 chassis tube,
 
wheel balancing 
Larry 2111-930 
CUSTOMIZING,
 moon 
roofs,
 
pop tops, body 
and  
paint,
 
mechanical repair. 
CHUCK'S  
AUTO SERVICE 
CENTER,  3021 
Monterey Rd. 
Call 578e000 
FREE ESTIMATE. 
'70 VW Sus. Good cond.,
 $2,040 
or
 
but offer. 
C011207.7311.  
'74 YAMAHA 650. 
*10.  cond., 
BON 
mi., WWI 
or
 bast
 offer. 
Call 
2216152  eves. 
'65 
RAMBLER
 Classic. 
Tran-
sportation 
mr. Best oiler. Call 
21164S141 early mornings Or 
evening!. 
'76 TOYOTA Crtlica. Very
 clean. 
Extras.
 Comp. susp. 
Stereo.
 
Most
 sell. Call 
156  25117 
keep
 
trying 
'72 
PINTO. Good 
coed Tape 
deck 5150 or 
offer.  Call 
Cheryl 
006:4261
 
For
 
Sale  
KARATE white  Triter 
School
 
of Self 
Defense special offer
 
416 0126 S lessons for $20
 
B
EERMAK
 us° Now 
it
 as 
legal! You
 can be 
drinking
 your 
own 
import
 
type
 
brew
 in 3 to 4 
weeks.
 New recipe
 tastes 
fen 
lastic Very little
 actual work in 
putting
 it together
 
and you 
only
 
need
 a small space 
to do it NO 
ADDITIVES,
 Pure malt 
Costs  
1/2 the 
price of store bought 
beer. You 
can  vary 
Ihr
 
ALCOHOL 
from 3 to 10 
percent
 
B
EERMAKERS 
OF
 AMERICA 
1040
 N. ath. 
St 
711-6447
 
A FOUR DAY STORE 
Wed thru 
Sat,?6
 
USED 
furniture Good
 prices 
We are 
"unfurnishing"  apart
 
;Twills 
close to campus 
on
 a 
regular
 
basis. 
We
 have 
available
 di  , hideabeds,
 
coffee and 
end tables, 
lamps,
 
rugs, 
dressers,
 desks,
 beds and 
misc 
Cash 
and  carry.  Call 315 
7438
 
USED Books
 FOr LIM. Recycle
 
Bookstore,  94 
E.
 San Fernando
 
on 
corner  of 3rd, St Call 
316  
4275 
DEAR
 
STUDENTS,
 faculty
 and 
employees When
 you need 
insurance, isn't
 it nice to know 
there
 is someone
 who can 
help 
you with 
all your 
insurance  
needs?
 I would 
entoy helping 
you 
protect the good things
 You 
have worked 
hard for with 
a 
State
 Farm car, 
homeowners,  
life and/or
 health insurance 
policy. 
I would 
also
 color the 
opportunity  of providing 
you 
With
 
dependable 
protection  and 
prompt 
personal  service. For 
more into  please call, 
MORY
 STAR 
253-3377 
to review your
 insurance needs 
at
 the time and place of your 
convenience.
 
PARKING  
Storage. Fenced 
and lit.  Convenient to SJSU 
S15/mo.  620 S. 
3rd 
St.
 
Call
 374 
3507. 
DRAFTING 
Table,
 wood, board. 
3411036"
 with new 
vinyl drawing
 
surface  Ad, 
height,  05 
Pickelt
 
acryl and
 wood Tsg ,S9 
Call  297 
111475 eveS. 
TRIP 
to Tahoe
 for 2 
Won 
in 
caritest  and 
am
 selling 
Worth 
over 
000 Includes 3 
days.  2 
nights 
en your choice 
of
 
hotel 
Free drinks 580 
in chips, much 
more 
$150 or best offer
 Only 
one,
 so first come,
 first served
 
Call Jim S at 279 9629 
Typewriter
 I B 
M 
Selectric  
$175 Phone
 Ernie at 247 5498 
IRISH 
harps.
 Varrous sizes
 
Easy to play. 
Sylvia  Woods, Boo 
3954, 
Los  Angeles, CA 
90029  
Help 
Wanted  
PART  time 
a.m. Work week 
days 
Or weekends
 in Los Gatos
 
for disabled
 graduate 
student 
$4/15r 
Call 354 2716,  
lea m 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited by 
Margaret
 Farrar and Trude Jaffe 
1919 Los Alleles Ilea Steilkete 
ACROSS 
1 "Mary - little 
lamb 
5 
Shattered  
10 Part of a canal 
14 Jewish month 
15 Jeans 
16 
"I met - with 
seven wives" 
17 Coarse file 
18 
Magical  key 
20 Flying: Phrase 
22 Scatter 
23 Claw 
24 Decriers of 
kettles 
26 In the past
 
28 Girl in a song 
29 Refrigerator 
adjunct  
33 Contrivances 
of
 a 
sort
 
35 Tell 
a story 
36 Water, 
in Burgos 
37 Deeds: Lat. 
38 
Airships 
42 Last longer 
45 Land S. of 
Finland 
46 One: Lat. 
47 Time periods: 
Abbr.
 
48 Soothe 
49 Too much, in 
musical directions 
51 Way upward 
54 Term in 
immunology 
58 Strip protecting a 
plastered angle 
60 
Wine  center in 
Italy 
61 Status quo - 
62 Snow crystal 
63 
Restaurant
 
of-
fering 
64 
Dolls 
65 Removed, in 
printing 
66 Hushing sounds 
DOWN
 
1 Deli sandwich
 
2 One of 
the  Aldas 
3 Companion
 of 
"ashes to
 ashes:" 
Phrase 
4 The beginning 
5 
A swell party 
6 Feels discontent 
7 
Roasting  place 
8 Chief person in a 
group:
 Colloq. 
9 Letter 
10 
t breaks the 
camel's back 
11 Persian poet 
12 Arrived 
13 Recognized 
19 Girl's name: 
Sp. 
21 Girl's name: Ger. 
25 Wood sorrel 
26 Fiber plant 
27 Golden green 
plums 
30 The "ponies" 
31 Rose oil 
32 A long time 
34 Motor fuels 
39 
Habituate: Var. 
40 
"Sweetest
 - 
Feller,,,"
 
41 Marketable 
42 What lands on a 
cutting room floor 
43 Without
 help 
44 Yellowish browns 
50 
Nines  or elevens 
51 
Begone!  
52 - purpose 
with
 little effect(  
53 Overornate 
55 Actress Patricia 
56 State of the sego 
lily 
57 Wire measures 
59 
Country  mail 
service:
 Abbr. 
MEM 
MEM 
'EMI  
MEEM 
MOM  
MMIIM  
MMEMMINIMEN
 
WIMEMMEMIIM
 MOM= 
MEM  MIEN
 
IMEM 
dEllIMMEN 
IMEMENN 
AMMEMEM
 
ME= 
11111111M 
MEMEMME MENEM
 
WEINIMME 
MEM MIN 
ME= HEM= 
Mild= MONEMEMEM 
MEMMEMEMMIll MEM 
MN=
 MEM= MIME 
ME= ME= ME= 
NEEDED 
Two reporters,  
one 
photographer 
and one 
marketing assistant for 
Cal Hi 
Sports,
 a new sports
 newspaper
 
covering
 Calif high schools 
Contact
 editor Mark 
Tennis 0 
245 5196 
TEACHERS
 Needed
 (41 as 
soon 
as 
possible
 to 
teach  
English
 
conversation 
at
 
California
 
Language
 
Institute  
in Japan 
Send
 
resume
 
and
 Photo 
Requirerthe  
Is 
U.S 
College 
graduate,
 
good 
personality,
 
willing to stay
 2 years 11,100 to 
$1.500 
per 
month  
Prefer  
married
 couples,
 both 
able  to 
teach,
 
with 
some  
lence
 
teaching  
children 
Contact
 
Mr 
Ichiro  
Hohara.  
Yamaha 
Bldg 
IF, 1 I 
1 Uoinachi,
 
Kokurakite
 
Ku,  Kitakyushu,
 
Fukuoka,
 Japan 
NEEDED 
Mature 
female
 
models 
Semi
 nude, nude. 
SIO  
pr/hr Please 
contact Kim at 
Art West 
Studios,  P0. Box 
1131, 
Los  Gatos, 
CA 95010, 
or call 374
 
0897
 
ALL 
AMERICAN  COPY 
INC 
No 
rep required
 Part or 
full 
time 407 
E.Santa Clara
 St 
(between
 9th and 10th 
stS). 
PART 
TIME  work for 
students.
 
We
 have  lew 
positions 
open
 for 
responsible  people 
who want to 
earn $100
 to 5400 per 
week,  
working only 
21 to 75 hours
 
Perfect
 for students 
Won't 
interfere with 
classes
 Previous 
sales 
experience  helpful, 
but not 
necessary  We 
train.  Call £66-
2400
 
WANTED Male 
coach for 
women's 
gymnastics. 
Contact
 
Bruce 
Irvine, 
West  Valley 
Gymnastics  
School
 at 374 4692 
STUDENTS-  We 
offer pay plus 
practical  experience. Head 
accountant
 needed to 
maintain
 
records
 and prepare
 Itnanccal 
statements  
and
 tax returns.
 
Most be 
enrolled
 in or completed
 
Intermediate  
Accounting.
 70 
hours per week, 53.50
 54.00 an 
hour 
Work Study). Iso
 
needed special protect
 
coor-
dinator  to work 20 hours a week. 
53.50 
54 00 an hour.
 Typing 
and  
generaI
 office skills 
required.  
(Work
 Study or 
Student
 
Assistants) Call: 
SAN JOSE 
STATE 
UNIVERSITY ALUMNI
 
ASSOCIATION. 277.3235. 
BETTER PROCESS   
People
 
to work. 
YOU  
need YIN 
own tr rrrrrr teflon and 
yeti 
most be over IS and  U.S. 
citizen. We  mostly at night: 
days available.
 Can help you get 
gas it is 
rationed  Call 217 4641. 
SUPPLEMENT  
your income
 at 
home stuffing
 
envelopes  
575/100
 Send 
stamped,  self 
addressed 
envelope  for details 
Da is 
Enterprises,  Box 1712 
CC,
 
Vancouver, WA 95441  
ATTENTION v rrrrr
 ns and 
qualified
 applicants
 over 26 
Part time employment
 Naval 
Reserve
 Call 
Floyd at 
91-1083 
or WI 8019 
HIRING for oxtails,
 cashier. 
  Full or part. Call 969
 
4323. Monterey Whaling
 Co. 
We nave 
Mice  and stock root. 
lobs 
(full  
or part 
time) during 
id.winter
 r  . Apply now
 for 
earliest consideration and pro 
Christmas  work. For office jobs 
call Mrs. Richards at 216.7395. 
For stock iohs call 
Mr. Ted 263-
9043.
 
Russell's
 
Furniture,  An 
Equal
 
Opportunity
 Employer. 
COACHES NEEDED at Oak 
Grove High 
Schist in basketball, 
track,
 badminton and softball.
 
You 
need not be a P.E. major 
bul roper mince 
in 
coaching is 
desirable Call or leave message 
for 
Ms
 Esquivel
 at 
225-9332 
ext. 
ATTEND CARE for man. Part 
lime, 
1010
 noon St/hr. 
Call 292 
0469
 frorn
 
1 
6 m 
GOOD 5 Set your
 own hours 
Process service Call 295 60011, 
Mon Fri 
MEN! WOMEN!
 
JOBS. 
CRUISESHIPS.
 YACHTS. No 
erperience
 Good pay! Europe! 
Australia.
 So Amer World! 
Send sans for APPLICATION, 
INFO 
REFERRALS  to 
CRUISEWOR L 
D. Box 6012/ 
Sarto . CA 
95140. 2333 
Watt
 Ave 
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TYPIST
 for law firm 
FulLpf 
lime Will train Call E Guild
 at 
27, 
1071
 or /93 5311 
for info 
NEEDED 
Nursing  isrld 
c Arica! 
Personnel.
 
Flexible hours, good 
pay 
Aides, 
orderlies, 55.23/hr
 
L.V.N.'s, 
57/hr.;  R.14 's. 
Said/hr. 
Clerical 
Pa   
vtiOust 
Wages,  
Call New 
Home/Mat 2444557. 
IMMEDIATE 
openings  in your 
area 
helping elderly 
and 
disabled. Work around your 
classs. 
No experience 
nee rrrrrr    
Rekedy
 
Home   
Call 291 1344 
CAB 
DRIVERS NEEDED 
Full
 
tithe and 
pert
 
time 
drivers  
needed, 25 years of age 
or
 older 
with good driving record Male 
and female, earn SSO a 
day. 
Call 
King
 Cab Company 
2135044 
SEVERAL part 
lime  female 
drivers 
needed 
for 
transport
 of 
autos to/from car 
dealers  in San 
Jose area. 
Flex.  hrs. avail. 
Start 
al 
S4.50/hr.  
Call 
George  at 292 
9819, NAACO Auto
 Painting. 
PART TIME work for students.
 
S500 
plus per month. Set own 
hours. Call Lorraine
 11
 
271.1723  
HAPPI HOUSE 
Restaurants 
Inc. is 
expanding  and needs new 
employees. 
Positions
 onen
 for 
manager trainer, 
and counter 
people 
We 
need 
full
 and 
pert  
time people
 for all stuns. Call 
395 
5141 between 
8,30 and 
II 
a m or 
0105
 p 
in Ots N 5th St 
PART TIME female 
Attend 
Care Must have
 can Pay 53 SO 
Per
 
hr Flexible hrs 3 days per 
wk Call 2119
 1994 
BOOKKEEPER
 Non 
profit 
agen 
I/O time Mon. In ac 
counting  student 10 15 hrs 
per  
edit 789 1200 
Musing 
ROOM for rent
 in a family 
home Call 379 
2357  
eves..
 or 
write 
P0
 Bo. 1391, Campbell. 
CA 
93008 
FREE COTTAGE Single girl 
only. 
Clean  for I 
I/O
 hrs Car 
needed 
147SO  
Clayton
 Of
 
. San 
Jose 
Call 251 
1276 
after 
op m 
WOULD like to find a female 
companion to live vitth a han-
dicapped  
man Free rent. Call 
294 
1749 
Please be 
patient
 
because I have a voice defect 
ROOM and MEALS 
One  and 1/7 miles from school 
peaceful, clean 
atmosphere  with 
other students Large Southern 
Estate on one acre of 
land. 
Delicious meals. No smoking in 
house Room, meals
 and utilities 
included 5300 per pers..
 5275 
share room. 192 1512 or 213-3463.
 
Need  room for
 Jan. 0..1
 
Theta 
Chi  fraternity 123 S.
 
11th 
St Close to 
campus.
 
11.11 Room
 
5100. Call 2714629, M.25 ask 
for 
Pres  or V.P. 
FurnIshed Apt. 
available  
12/4/79. Close 
no
 
campus.
 ON 
tor yr. lease. 1954903 or come to 
615 S. Ilth 
St. No. I. 
2 barn. turn. deb, clean, quiet 
5295 and dep. All Oil. 
pd. How 
smokers. Available Jan.
 111.
 
200 
ES?, John,  Inquire 124 p.m. 
ROOMATE to share 1 bedroom 
apt. (furd.
 AEK,
 Cpt, 
PooI 
wash/dry downstairs) on N. 
Winchester in Santa Clara. SIN 
Plus
 I/2
 PGE . Call Art 
9874617
 
days 
ICU. 
Lost & 
Found 
FOUND  
Ti
 
calculator,  north 
side or 
Seventh St garage Base 
of 
stairwell
 Cali 277 856e ro 
claim 
LOST 
Athletic bag with
 
racquetball  equtp and clothes 
Wed a m 
Fell off 
motorcycle  
on 
San Fernando
 Call Vic al 277 
1455 after 10 p.m. 
Personals
 
PERMANENT hair 
removal
 
be 
FAY Call 164 7511. Mon and 
Wed 
UNWANTED hair 
removed 
forever.
 Specialist con 
fidential.
 335 
5 
Barwood
 Ave 
SanJose.  Call 247 1404. 
CONGRATULATIONS  to the 
fall '79 pledge
 class 01 Sigma 
Alpha Mu Lots ofluck and love! 
Your little sisters
 
HAPPY anni   in West 
mont Mope you have a great 
day in Him Thanks so much, 
Love, Dimas 
arm   
4 
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2 00 
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3 sa 
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Announcements  
Aurtimortve
 
.3 Fry 
Sale  
Finn 
dart
 
1 10 
90 
340 
3 90 
Ma  Mae
 lams One Day 
Semester  Rate ..01 
'meta,  530 00 
277-317b
 
t.:  Help 
wanted
 
fl 
ar,r11...41 
Fry;
 
dor,
 
2 50 
.1 00 
3 50 
1 00 
4: Services 
0 
1 
iaeet  
50 
0
 
i,
 
add,
 
toogiel
 
any
 
JUDY 
Your a 
hot  pledge 
mom  
Take care 
of Jose Love
 in 
L S P 
your Pledge 
Daughter
 
Pat 
I AM a warm, 
sensitive, hen 
dicaPPed
 
man  
with a speech
 
defect I would like 
to
 share my 
thoughts 
and  my feelings with a 
woman
 companion Please 
Call
 
391 
MS 
10 mike the Pike, Big Mac. 
and
 
all 
the Pike 
Pledge.  Good 
luck 
during  "1" week Oran. 
BETTY l'rn sorry
 lor the 
trouble 1 
caused  and did to you I 
love you, Nick 
Oro' 
Frank
 Sorry we're fee. 
Break a leg and gOOdkidll 
Year 
fellow lutes 
Hey Sharon
 
ElishOp 01 
Allen  
1411
 
Merry Christmas! Love, your 
Secret 
Santa 
MOTHERHOOD 
Interested in a lob 
which 
requires no 
experience or 
talent]
 Then motherhood 
is lor 
You!
 
Easy Mb,
 and no 
rewards 
Call 767  5679. 
Services
 
MARRY today,
 Legal if bah 
over II and hying together.  
Absolutely 
confidential  No 
blood test 
No waiting period. Be 
married near campus by Rev.  
Den, 13 S .0 13 
Call
 991a149 
LOOKING 
for a Wedding 
Photographer? images by 
John 
are expressions of love, 
soft, 
elegant 
and understood 
be 
everyone! For 
the Finest 
weaning 
Photography, call John
 
at 440-2311
 
LIVE with a family
 in England 
for
 S99 IS, summer 1910. Ex 
perience English 
culture  hr 
sthand 
For information send 
12 to Peace
 Inc P0.500 
27749,  
Denver,
 CO 
10227
 
Deadline  Jan. 
31, MO. PEACE INC., 12051 W 
DUMbarten,
 Morrison,
 C0110465 
EXPERIENCE,  Try  
getting  a 
lob without 
it, SCALE offers one 
to three
 units, lob experience 
and valuable
 contacts. 
Eplore  
Tour career aspirations  
and gain 
community  
awreness.
 In -
r  ins available in 32   
 . Register now. SCALE is a 
free
 SJSU  . Old 
CafeteriaBuilding. Call 177 
2187.  
LIVE 
MUSIC  for weddings, 
parties,  receptions. 
Call vocalist 
guitarist 
Skip  Garcia at 
297-
1.46.  
TUTORIAL 
sessions: Latin.
 
Italian (plus lit,  
and  history). 
education 
I  
la 
Is
 
programs)
 Mrs. Lina C  
Yin 
cent, MA (Latin), 
go lie
 
Italy)
 
Semiretired. 
Certified.  
Near 
campus.
 Call 2041840. 
GODDESS,
 rah alma
 available 
for 
parties,  dances. whatever 
For more info.,  call 2534202 
WEDDINGS: 
Harmony Center. 
Rev. G 
Key. Beautiful,
 
tasteful  
ceremonies. I 
nter4enominati
 
onal. 
973-4723.  
Stereo
 
MISERLY 
music lovers 
max  
mile  money and 
minimise 
middlemen with AUDIO
 EN 
TERPRISES. 
SJSU's  complete 
consumer
 
electronics  
buying
 
service 
with  the widest 
selection  
of the highest 
fidelity,  of the 
lowest 
prices.  Nearly 300 
brands
 
of stereo 
compacts,  com 
ponents, 
esoteric and
 
Pro 
equipment for 
the car, home,
 
stage or 
studio. Also 
TV's.  
VCR's 
and video 
games. 
All  
items with full warranty, 30 -day 
defective 
exchange  shipped 
direct
 from 
wholesale  
distributors 
to
 
you in
 
g 
In 
111 
days.
 Optional
 
S Yr. Parts and 
lab, 
Disc washer and
 S free 
LP's 
with
 any system. rapes 
and  rrrrr s 
your at 
cost with 
5100 
or more 
purchase.  Before 
you 
buy 
elsewhere,
 check
 the 
tow AE price Cal 355 5550 
any 
time encept 
M/W, ask for 
Ken. 
Students  
and 
faculty
 only
 
please.  
Cheek
 S U 
board  for 
weekly 
specials. 
AUDIO 
EN-
TER PR ISES
 HAS IT I 
Travel  
Student
 Travel Services 
OW 7 
days a week Budget 
Flights 1010 
Domestic and 
international tel 
flights anywhere at 
discount  
fares  .. We also rep rrrrrr all 
charter operators 
(including  
Laker) . 
Hawaii Mee.. 
Europe . Asia 
Africa 
Australia . South and  Central
 
America . U.S.A
 Jet flights 
anywhere. 
Travel
 services and 
discount
 fares Int....Monet  
Student 
Identity  
Card  
rrrrr 
.Eurail.  Youthrail and Intro 
passes
 
0   
lob 
placement . Youth hostel 
cards  
Student ships and
 trains 
intraEuropean
 
flight
 
bookings 
and 
tickets
 . Insurance
 . 
Wide 
map 
selection 
Luggage  
Backpacks Hard to find travel 
books Voltage  cony rrrrrr 
Camping 
tours  . Club Med 
Trip  and r  I Planning
 
Company. 444 E Willtanl St 
110th and
 Wm, sts.z 
Mon Fro.. 
6: Sat.,
 IS, Sun., 
13-5. 2 blocks 
from 
campuS. Call
 292 
1613 
Typing
 
INTELLIGENT TYPING 
Connie and Gary 917 0792
 
eam 
toll
 
Pm
 
PROFESSIONAL  typing All 
kinds IBM Corr Selector II 
Call
 
Shirley
 at 255 000 after  4 30 
P m 
TECHNICAL typing Theses, 
U S 
Pats by Stanford Limy 
secretary in 
my 
51
 home Call 
Pal at 497 3311 days. or 297 1731 
eves 
TYPING IBM 
Corr Selector 
Reports, term 
papers,  theses, 
dissertations,
 letters,
 terchnical 
typing. etc Familiarity with all 
formats
 20 years
 el p Quality 
work Blossom 
Hill 
area 
Call  
Kathie 
at
 5711 1716 from tam to 
p m 
PROF 
cop 
typist
 Fast, an 
curate,
 
reaso 
able IBM 
Corrective
 Selector 
Call 252 11058 
TYPING Theses,
 rerrn papers,
 
etc
 Cop and last Rees rates  
Call 269 
8674 
BERKELEY Typing 
Agency 
ProtessionI rrrrr cis* 
 le   
Open 9 Arn 
to 7 p , 
Mr
 PHONE
 3/17-1718 
Or drop by 123 E San Sabi.. 
SI In downtown San 
Jele  11 
Work up from
 the
 Sr mare 
Bldg
 
TERM papers, 
thesis typed.
 
Si, 
pg
 IS le Selectric with 
various lee, 
bans 
Call 
V. 
Norris at 237 
100.
 
GOOD
 
104,0 Close
 ranspaS 
Manuscripts, thesis, Or. 
Call 
Dorothy af 2944733 eves. a 
wOods 
PROFESSIONAL
 typist. II 
perienced Deadlines   
teed.
 Low rates
 Call  wit 
274:1175  
TYPING Accuracy, neatness 
and deadlines 
guaranteed
 Ep. 
in Mester, 
reports and 
di  
ions    
by 
SJSU 
Graduate 
Department.  
IBM 
Selectric
 II. South San 
Jose, Blossom
 
Valley area. Cal 
Janet at 
337-1525,
 
FAST, Efficient Typing. Term 
papers, Resumes. Thos., etc. 
con 
253 3060 iamtetpm. 
TYPING
 
service.
 
C 
yes.
 
HP. 
with  theses, 
terns  papers, 
resumes, letters, etc. Cal
 732. 
7136
 
WANTED
 Bookfelegth or 
equivalent manuscript WWI 
00 
Immediate  deadline.
 IRAS 
machine Good 
typiSt. Call 207-
4355
 
TERM PAPER ty0111.--miopiiss 
area Please no maples sr 
symbols 
One 
day 
11111111111101111.
 
Call 146 
5613. 
_ 
EXPERT
 typing and 
proofreading of 
term
 papers. 
etc Fast service. Si/pg.  Call 
Sheila at 3794129. 
(old 
Joe  
McShane
 
Had 
some 
land 
With  a 
barn
 that 
was  
In  
its day
 
grand.
 
But 
the 
upkeep  
was 
high,  
Then
 an 
idea 
flashed  
by 
And  Joe 
quick  took 
Some 
tools
 in 
his  
hand.  
He 
built 
and  he 
painted
 
And 
hammered,  
Then 
called 
Classified,
 
Quite  
enamoured,
 
"New  
tennis  
courts
 open"
 
Drew
 the 
crowds
 
He was
 hopin'
 
(What  
a racket
 he 
made 
Once  
he 
glamoured.)
 
j 
Display
 
Ads  
277-3171
 
Print 
Your  Ad Here 
(COttill
 appropmdtely  
30 letters and spaces for each line) 
Pont  name   
Phone   
Address   
City   
Eoclosed 
is S   For   
Days   
SEND
 CHECK MONEY 
ORDER 
OR 
CASH  TO. 
SPARTAN DAILY 
CLASSIFIED   
Deedkne
 tem days p rrrrr to master anon 
SAN 
JOSE
 
STATE  UNIVERSITY 
 
Ciniserurive
 
nubile:sr
 
rrrrr dsles 
0104 
SAN 
WISE,
 
CALIFORNIA  951.14 
 No rotunda on 
cancelled this 
.4d.r.444. 
10
 
December
 
5. 
1979
 
photo by Sham,' 
Halt  
Journalism
 
senior 
Mark 
Marymee
 will be the new 
editor 
for the 
spring 
semester
 
Spartan  
Daily 
Marymee
 
named
 
new
 Daily editor 
Spartan Daily staff 
reporter Mark Marymee
 was 
selected 
Monday  as Spartan 
Daily
 editor for next 
semester.
 
Marymee, a journalism
 senior, won a 
plurality  from 
the staff 
preferential  vote last 
Thursday.
 He was ap-
pointed as editor 
over two other 
candidates
 Monday by 
the seven -member 
Journalism
 Department editor 
selection 
committee.  
Marymee intends 
to make the Spartan
 Daily "the 
best university newspaper
 in the West" by adding
 more 
city, state 
and national 
coverage,  particularly 
covering 
election
 issues of interest 
to
 the Daily's 
readership.
 
He 
also  intends to start 
a student "complaint
 
column,"  in which students 
could write or call in 
to
 the 
Daily's  consumer 
editor
 with their problems.
 Marymee 
would also seek editorials
 from interested faculty,
 to be 
run  once or twice a week 
on the Daily's forum 
page.  
Marymee,
 21, graduated from 
American High 
School in 
Fremont  in 1976 and is in 
his fourth year at 
SJSU. Besides his 
work on this 
semester's  Daily, 
Marymee worked 
for  six weeks as an 
intern  on the San 
Jose Post -Record, 
covering  the Senate 
judiciary,  
Assembly  judiciary,  and 
Assembly  criminal justice 
committees
 of the state legislature.
 
For the Spartan
 Daily, Marymee has
 covered the 
School of Business, 
soccer  and general 
assignment  
news. 
He hopes to work for a 
major  metropolitan daily 
newspaper after 
graduation,  covering 
either
 the courts 
or the legislature. 
He said he is 
looking forward to the job of 
editor  and 
hopes 
to get input from all staff members.
 
Care
 
home
 finances 
under investigation  
-continued  
from
 page I 
While 
refusing
 to name
 a specific
 facility 
near the 
campus,
 Mapes 
did  
acknowledge
 at 
least one 
home near
 
SJSU 
operates 
on that 
basis.  
Jeannette
 McNeily, 
past president
 of the 
Resident  
Care 
Association,  said 
she would 
welcome  
investors  into 
the industry. 
"We 
might be 
better
 off to get 
some people 
willing 
to
 take the 
loss
 to get some
 
improvements,"
 she 
said.  
Other 
new facilities,
 she said,
 are being 
opened 
Asians 
with little business acumen expecting to make a 
swift profit from an available 
source  of welfare 
recipients only to be disappointed. 
"The homes
 were 
originally  
started
 by widows
 with 
no
 trade, no 
skill.  They 
had
 nothing but
 a house with
 
rooms  to 
rent,"
 she said. 
"Now  people 
are in it with 
the 
motive  to 
make
 money." 
Mapes  
points
 out that
 the money
 really 
isn't there 
;old
 
censegurirdly,  
residents
 
and  staff suffer as 
a 
result.  
spa 
r tagu
  
Inter
-Varsity  Christian 
Fellowship will discuss the 
meaning of Christmas
 at 7 
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
 
Almaden Room. Cal Mike 
Stiffel at 277-8653 or Kathie 
Barron at 288-7375 for in-
formation. 
   
Associated Students 
will 
have  a council 
meeting 
at 3 p.m. today
 in council 
chambers,
 third pad of the 
Student Union. This will be 
the 
last
 council 
meeting
 of 
the 
semester. For 
more  de-
tails, call the 
A.S. office at 
277-3201. 
   
NAt'S 1)11) 
4e 
$1.00
 
bor.,
 
-4-
Spaght
 
lu 
Lasagna
 
OFF ANY
 LARGE PIZZA 
hi, 
ad
 
until  
Weds.: 17 oz., schooners of beer -50 t 
HAPPY HOUR: Tues.-Fri.-Pitchers 
81.25,
 4-7 
p.m.
 
SUN.: Spaghetti feast -all the 
spaghetti.  
salad & garlic 
bread  you can eat. 
$3.00 per person. 4-8 
p.m. 
374  E. 
Santa  
Clara 
St. 
fictmeen  
Nth&
 
9th 
279-1616
 
0 
Chicano 
Alliance  will 
meet at 4 
p.m. tomorrow 
in
 
the S.U. 
Almaden
 Room. 
   
Chicano Business Stu-
dents Association will hold 
elections for spring officers
 
at 3:30 p.m. today in the 
S.0 Pacheco Room. 
MEET IOW FRIENDS
 
Al 
SPARTAN 
COIN
 
LAUNDRY 
1 1 th 
& SAN
 
CARLOS  
1 
BIS Nom ( 
AMPUS
 
75
 
WASHERS
 
and DRYERS
 
NO 
WAITING  
FREE 
PARKING  
,\\I  
40.
 
. 
\ 
rCLLIZ.-  
1511)
 
iuiiu,il 
"(
 ORIN! ARS I %NI
 
December  1, 
2  6, 
7,
 8, 9 
 Noon to 10 
p.m.
 
SANTA 
CLARA 
COUNTY
 
FAIRGROUNDS
 
Don't
 miss 
KLOK  
"Winter  
Festival  
Showcase"Nightly
 at 9 
p.m.  
If you 
donate 
a can 
of
 food for
 the 
needy,  
here
 Dec. 
1, you 
may 
ENTER
 FREE
 
0 
I 
amnly
 
Admv,,,,on
 
DA1"
 Dec 9 
oe, 6  ',uri 
Adults
 
and
 
t, 
hid,
 
1*°eriter
 
tor
 
Sl0n
 
Adults
 
Si 
yi
 
(6
 
13) 
Under
 
6-
 
TREE
 
with
 
Adult
 
H 
011iN 
II 
11
 111)  
 
lii111SHOW
 
'26 ISO WTI 
 
.tIt11101  
DAY 
Thur 
Dec  6 
those 
over 
60
 elite; 
(REF
 
KID'S  
DAY
 
Fri  
Dec
 
/ 
flume
 
under
 
13 
enter
 
FREE
 
r/ 
COPIES
 
\s 
31/2c
 
KINKO'S
 
4/11 E San 
Carlos'St  
295-5511 
Also  
at: 
\ 
123 S. 
3rd St 
/ 
295-4  3 
36
 A' 
&TEmpoRmuEs
 
Temporary  Personnel 
Service  
AN, MADAM, WE 
WAITE°
 
1AJEE161ov.
 iliE 
RESULT
 
Of
 
OUR
 
MIDTERM.  
115TEADO
 
LETTER
 
6P.ADE5 WE 
GET
 
NUM-
BERS  
5cRI6BLEp  
714E
 
AA. 
WHY
 Do 
You
 
REFU5E  
To 
-rtLL
 
OS 
WHAT
 
-.Ref
 
MEAN?
 
You 
tIrlow.
 SornE 
STUCEPTTS
 
THit.lts  "MACH
 - 
ERS 
H.AvE
 
ALL 
1-1-tE
 
AR5WERS
 
Sergeant 
gives
 
tips  
on
 
stopping
 car 
thefts
 
-continued
 from
 page
 1 
Motorcycles  should be attached
 to a lightpost or 
fence
 with a heavy chain, if 
possible,  he said. They 
should at 
least  have a heavy lock 
and  chain running 
Breakfast
 talk
 
slated
 
on
 
S.U.  
Student Union Director Ron Barrett is the featured 
speaker at tomorrow's student -faculty 
breakfast,
 
sponsored
 by the Campus Ministry. 
Barrett, who has been 
director  of the S.U. since 
1968, the year before the building opened, will speak on 
"Observations on Ten Years of the Student Union." 
He said his talk 
will be a "philosophical role 
statement," examining
 how well the S.U. has done on 
this campus, what the campus 
would be like without it, 
and a look at the future of the 
S.U.  
The talk starts at 7:30
 a.m. in Jonah's Wail of the 
Campus
 Christian Center, 300 S. Tenth St. Breakfast is 
free. 
NEED TO 
WORK  
FOR
 AWHILE? 
SEE
 US 
ON 
CAMPUS  'ill 
Building  Q Room
 
8C 
10 tun
 - 2 
pm
 
12/4/791,12/5/79
 
46-463410-0.411-1,4-48,311 
through  both 
wheels.
 
All  owners of 
motor vehicles
 should 
mark  the 
valuable  parts
 (engine, 
tires,  custom 
features) 
with
 the 
drivers  license
 number 
to provide 
identification
 in case 
of
 theft, 
Chamness  
said.  
"In 
case of 
theft  and 
recovery,  
we
 cannot 
return 
stolen 
property  
without  proof
 of 
ownership,"  
Chamness  
warned.
 "All 
radios
 of the 
same brand
 look 
exactly  the
 
same. 
It takes a 
list of 
identifying  
features, 
or a serial
 
number
 to prove
 
ownership,
 he 
said. 
"The Nice
 Guys" 
All  
FOREiqN
 
CAR  
PARTS  
481 S. 
Bascom  Ave., 
San Jose 
298-0624
 
298-2116  
LOUVER'S FROM 
69.88 
78-80 
CORVETTE
 
Get your special orders 
for 
Christmas
 in now. 
Castro!  20/50
 GTX 
89 
Wiper 
Refills
 
$1.88  
Hours:
 
Mon.
-Sat;
 8 
a.m.-7  
p.m. 
Sun; 
11-5 
WIN  
A 
TRIP
 
TO 
HAWAII
 
SJSU 
HANUICAp aiNgtEs ruNa RAISER 
TOURNEy
 
December  
7Q, 14 
- 16 
Opho  To :III howlers
 Rat ttpt `t.ISI 
to..1,1 
Entry Fee 
S12.00
 per person 
5 
games  across 10 lanes, handicap 
(66  2/3% of 210 men, 80% 
of
 210 women) 
enter 
as often as you like, hut 
win  only one prize 
1st 
PLACE  
Trophy. plus 
Round 
Trip
 Airfare & 
5 Night 
Accommodation
 
Package 
for 
two 
at
 the 
KAHA
 
LANI
 
Beachfront
 Condominiums
 on the 
beautiful
 island
 of KAUAI
 in 
HAWAII
 
donated 
by 
.Simplex  Tours  &-VirP", 
in Salinas 
MIDDLEFIELD 
TRAVEL
 
Ira Mountain View 
Other
 prizes through 50th PLACE and 1st 5th 
HIGH GAME, donated by the following 
sponsors:
 
ALMA BOWL
 & NORTH
 VALLEY
 
in San Jose 
Al  AMIN PRO SHOP f titugame 
Al I
 
AIM RICAN IHOPHY 51.)PPE Y 
ASSOCIA r ITI
 COIN 
AMUSEMENT
 
CO,  INC 
flablond Lot Angela, Sartstramen 
ATM I TIC ATTIC 
RATIONS  THE HAIR EACTREE
 SAI ON 
RAVE AIR I ANTS 
coMME LOA PRO AUDIO a dtattion of 
FOXCONP
 CALIF INC 
LANES  
8 & 8 BOWLING SUPPLY 
DliKWill I AMS
 PRO SHOP 
lull ,1INNi, PROF
 I SSIONAI 
ROINIING  
SHOP  
AIRWAY
 GI EN GM 
COURSE 
& S 
BOWL ING
  IHOPHY
 SUPPI 
GARY'S PRO 
SHOP 
111 
MALONE  
ASSOCIATES.  
INC
 
ISOUL I 
INC PILO SHOP
 Solallp 
lane% 
ill 
MONACO'S  IEWE 
11115  
Trophies
 courtesy of F & S 
BOWLING & 
in Fresno  
I II'. PAU. S PHO 
SHOP
 Mall,,., I ane 
MISSION I 
ANES 
OAKHIUGL 
I ANIS 
PAUL'S 
AWE'
 FRS 
PE II'S 
TEXACO  
SERVICE
 
PLAZA  PRO SHOP Mario 
lanes  
PROCTOR'S
 JEWEL ENS 
PUPPY 
COUNTRY
 YoUR 
Pit & 
AOLIAIIIUM STORE 
GUEMENT ELECTRONICS 
in San Jose 
RANDAZZO
 AUIEt 
HAD.  
TIEBOI'S  PRO SHOP 
Migeilite
 I 
REGIS 
HAIRSFYI  ISIS Oalhika M.111 
SAHAIOGA 
LANES
 
SPARTAN ROOK Slt 
110 Sah 
THE PRO SHOP Capon'  
THE 'INNIS 
GARD' N 
WAI
 EMITS 
WINE:RESIF
 al SKA II BOARD
 PA. 
TROPHY SUPPLY in Mountain View 
EXTRA 
BONUS  DOOR PRIZE
 DRAWINGS 
Ix, rich g,ggd
 of 
hr  iyumlm.fl, 
n.rrr., of 
',Rants
 will 
be drawn tor 
many door
 phrot, 
generously  
provtdad
 by the 
rniiolaflq 
utonsors
 
AKI'S BAKERY, INC
 
Sc.,
 Jotit 
BEADAZZLED  
Fashion
 
leragirg  
COOPER 6 
SONS'  
REAL  ALE 
COORS 
DISTRIBUTING
 CO San low 
FIRESIDE  PIPES 
°Attridge  Mall 
KENNEDY'S  BICYCLES San
 low 
MARRIOTT'S
 
GREAT  
AMERICA 
McOONALD'S 
McKee
 Road 
MILLER 
(MEWING  
COMPANY
 
MINATO 
SUSHI 
14111AnKie
 
Food.  
PABST
 
BREWING 
COMPANY
 
PARAMOUNT
 PICTURES 
CORP  
RoUNCI EARLE
 PIZZA 
Pollard Flowi 
Lot Gatos 
SANDWICHEDIN San
 
Jot. 
IAN FERNANDO'S MEXICAN FOOD 
STRAW
 11111 
PIZZA 
Ellimorn Hill Rd 
Sr
 
JOR 
SWENSEN'S  Ice Cream Two,. 
EI Pam de Saratoga
 
THE
 
SWISS  COLONY 
STORE
 
Oaandge Malt 
THE 
MOUSE  TRAP 
El Pnen 
Seraloga 
TIN
 PAN 
GALLEY
 
Ti,. 
Pruneyerd
 
TOGO'S
 Sc.. low 
Plus , a plethora
 
ol 
goodies
 provided ho RADIO STATION KLIV on 
San
 Rae 
mcluding an AM FM 
Auto  Caw. 
Royer  wth 2 SANYO
 1Petthera 
& mane 
tegord
 
albums 
RESERVE YOUR SQUAD TIME NOW 
For entry torn, & 
more 
information 
contact: 
(408)277-3226  
STUDENT
 
UNION 
GAMES
 
AREA  
SAN 
JOSE
 
STATE 
UNIVERSITY
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Men's & 
Women's
 
Bowling  Teams 
 
 
 
